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MSU enrollment exceeds 9,000 for first time
Bryan said of the fluctuating enrollment
numbers. "I thought the numbers would
be in the mid-8,900s. I thought it would
be similar to last year's because we had a
large senior graduating class."
Enrollment now stands at 9,050 and
Bryan attributes the growth to three f,lc·
tors: the aggressive recruitment of freshmen, retention and satellite campuses,

8Y GREG STARK
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Dean of Admissions Phil Bryan was not
sure if the enrollment, hovering just
below the 9,000 st11dent mark, would surpass that number this semester. ·
lie knows now.
"A month ago, I wasn't for sure,"

like the Crisp Center in Paducah.
Bryan said the University will continue
to work on retention and also look at the
college-going rate, which he hopes will
grow in the coming years. CurrL•ntly, the
colll•ge-going rate for students is 51 to 54
percent.
"If we can get that up to 60 percent,
that will help us down the road," he said.

Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said he sees a lot of positives
with the growth of enrollment.
"There have been a lot of initiatives and
a lot of effort being put into recruitment,"
he said . "They've been very visible.
They've been calling students."
Robertson ,,)so said students who
attend the University go home and tell

their friends about Murray State.
"The fact is our students feel comfortable at Murray State," he said. "Some of
our best recruiting is done by students
who go to Murray State."
Robertson said University President
Kern Alexander and the Board of Regents
give enrollment growth heavy support.
Please sec ENROLLMENT/18

University alumni benefit
from credit cards' interest
BY LISA W HEAT
NEWS EDITOR

The Murray State Alumni Association has raked in $400,000 in the past six
years from students and alumni with
MBNA MasterCards.
An agreement with the company
gives the association .5 percent on
alumni accounts and .4 percent on student account balances in retum for
printing the Murray State Alumni Association logo on each of the MasterCards,
along with a picture of Pogue Library
and the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
ln 1994, Murray State officials signed
the pnperwork to be involved in the
agreement, which is commonly known
as an "affinity program." Jim Carter,
interim vice president for developmental and alumni affairs, said 91 percent of
university alumni associations across
the United States have similar contract:..
"It's an advantage to the University
because clearly people are going to
carry credit cards," he said. "And if an
alumnus is going to carry one, it is just
as easy for them to carry one of our
cards."
Other organi:t_.a tions, such as fraternities, sororities and sports teams, also
commonly have affinity agreements.
While Murray State banned other
credit card vendor::. from soliciting last
year, MBNA is still aUowed on campus.
Curter said Jim Baurer, Curris Center
director, and Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, agreed to give
the company special privileges because
of the service it provides to students.
"This is not a company that shows up
on your doorstep one day, ~igns up
everybody and they're gone," Carter
said.
MBNA provides information about
establishing and maintaining proper
credit on its Web site, www.mbnanetaccess.com, ~swell as through pamphlets.
Carter said the University may host rep·
rcsentatives from MBNA on campus to
train students about credit card issues.
"The message is if you 're going to
carry (a credit card), we would just as

Photos by Ryan Brooks
Murray State's women's
soccer team held its
inaugural home opener
Friday against Troy State,
winning the game 4-0.
Story and photos on Page 14

Sinbad adds to SGA's
burgeoning list of acts
SINBAD's
PERFORMANCE
WILL COINCIDE
WITH HOMECOMING
A.CTIVITIES.

Bv GREG

STAFF WRITER

Children of all age~ will bust out their
Dwayne Wayne glasses when Sinbad makes
a stand-up comedy appearance Oct. 28 at
the Regional Special Events Center.
Ticket~ will be SlO for sh.1dents ,md $15 for
the gener;1l public.
Student Government Association Concert
Please s<:e SINBAD/18
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BY M A RC! OWEN

STARK

C. Ryan
Shelton
dbcusses
par.1lleb
between
Murr.w life
nnd the movie " Being John
Matkovich."

received
more than
4
9 0 0
cards with
the logo and about
1,440 s tudents have
card.
Autumn Collins, senior from Dresden, Tenn., said she was enticed to sign
up for the MBNA card last semester
when the company offered free T-shirts
for applying.
"I got it, and it's been a curse ever
since," she said. " I just can't quit using
it everywhere I go."
Collins has since added up more than
$3,000 on the card. She has traveled to
Oklahoma, Dallas, Ohio and New York,
charging all her plane tickets on the
card. Collins also paid for some of her
tuition costs this semester with the card.
Collins said she was not aware that
the University collected a percentage of
her account balance. While she is bitter
about her spending habits, she said the
agreement between MBNA and Murray
State does not bother her.
''I'd rather they give me a better interest rate," Collins said. "But if it's going
to go somewhere, I'd rather it go to the
school than in ~ome executive's pocket."
Eugene Kumeyko, a graduate s tudent
from Russia, said the University should
inform students it is collecting on the
card.
"As long as I know that's happening
when I'm signing up for that, I think it's

THE
M URRAY
STATE A LUMNI
A ssociATION
GETS A
PERCENTAGE
OF ALUMNI
AND STUDENT
INTEREST RATES
FROM PUTTING
ITS LOGO ON
THE MBNA
M ASTERCARD.

Plea.~ see CREDIT CARDS/18

Restaurants ponder 'wet/dry' options _

A SSOOATE EDITOR

PAGE 5

soon you car ry one
where if you have
issues, we can help you
deal with it," Carter
said. "Outside of the
argument that it's
the righ t thing to
do or not, currently there are a
whole lot of
credit

laura

Oe<:~ton/The

News

Katherine Mf.>yer, senior from Paducah,
performs her waitressing d uties a t the
Fifteenth & O live resta ura n t.

PAGE6
A policy enacted at the
N,)tional Panhellenic
Conference rna)' change
thl' look of Greek parties
on ~ampuses across
Americ.l.

..

.

Wallet feeling a little light?
Look inside for tip~ about
budgeting your money.

local restaurants can begin
pondering whether to be wet or
stay dry after the Restaurant
Referendum officially submitted
a petition Wednesday that will
most likely place the issue on the
Nov. 7 ballot.
County Clerk Ray Coursey
said the petition was filed in his
office with approximately 630
signatures. Only 355 were need-

ed, but Coursey said his office
would have to sort through the
signahtres to make sure there
are not double sigpatures and
everyone is registered to vote in
Murray. He expects the petition
will be valid.
Even though the election is
two months away, many of
these restaurants have already
decided whether they will add
alcohol to their menu if the vote
is passed.
Pt~..e see WETIDRY/18

IF THE
REFERENDUM
IS PASSED,
MANY
RESTAURANTS
WILl HAVE TO
DECIDE
WHETHER
TO SERVE
ALCOHOL

PAGE 14
The Murray State
Racers, led by
quarterback Stewart
Childress, took on
the Samford Bulldogs
Thursday night.

Look on the Internet today
at www.thenews.org for
more coverage and stories
from "The Murray State
News."
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Rain ..

Today:
Showers

High : 81
Low: 67

Saturday:
Isolated
T-storms
High: 85
Low: 66

Sunday:
lsolated
T-stonns

amp us

Christmas musical
auditions will be Monday
Auditions for "The Christmas
Post," a holiday musical, will be
held Monday at 6 p.m. in the Curcis Center Cumberland Room.
The cast has seven singing roles,
plus smaller choruses. Those who
audition should be prepared to
sing, preferably a Christmas song.
Performances will be Nov. 30 tc,
Dec. 3. No experience is needed.
For more information contact
Rush TrowellV at 753-1187.

AHomey files motion
to drop clients in fire suit

High: 88
Low: 67

Monday:
Partly cloudy
High: 89
Low: 65

Tuesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 86
Low: 62

Wednesday:
Partly cloudy
High: 83
Low: 62
Source: National
Wealher SeMce
WYN!,'IINitler.com

.
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Louisville attorney John Smith
filed a motion Aug. 28 with Calloway Circuit Court to drop three
of the five clients who claimed to
be falsely accused of arson and
murder in the 1998 fatal Hester
College fire.
Smith said he has been unable to
contact Jeremy Baker, Fred
McGrath and Lana Phelps to
answer questions about the allegations made in the October 1999
lawsuit against state police and
prosecutors.
As a result, Smith asked the
court to withdraw him as their
attorney and to dismiss the state
police members as defendants in
their individual capacities.
Smith's clients said they were
untruthfully told by investigators
that they flunked polygraph tests

that were administered without an
attorney present. They also said
they were later arrested following
grand jury testimony compelled
by improper subpoenas from
Commonwealth Attorney Mike
Ward's office.

Jackson to teach students
about public service
Sen. Bob Jackson, 0-Murray will
join 2,000 other state legislators
across the country to teach stu·
dents about the value of public service on Sept. 15.
The event, "America's Legislators Back to School Day," will be in
every state.
Jackson will visit the fifth and
sixth grades at Cuba Elementary
School in ·Graves County at 9 a.m.
He will discuss his work in the
Kentucky General Assembly, as
well as describe the legislative
process.

Deadline approaching
for yard sale applications
Western Kentucky's biggest citywide yard sale will be held on
Sept. 16.
This yard sale is hosted twice a
yecH ,,s a fund-raiser for Freedom
Pest, an annual event.
Applications and tees for participation in the cit)"\'idc yard sale
are due Sept. 11 at the Murray
Tourism Commission office, located at 805 N. 12th St.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
CoUege Life: 762·4480
Viewpoint 762·4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 76~·4478
Fax: 762·3175 '"
E-MaU: thenews@murroystote.edu

NEWS
How to
re·ach us

Ryan Brooks/Tile News

}Usf a pretty face: French bulldogs Sophie (left) and Chubby Checker, owned by chemistry
professor Elaine Ratliff take a jog near the Blackburn Science Building on Wednesday.
Fees are $5 for individuals and
$10 for businesses, churches,
multi-family sales or other organizations.
Booths are available at the Murray-Calloway County Park to
include residents of Calloway
County who might not be able to
host yard sales at their homes.
Maps with descriptions of items
for sale at each yard sale will be on

sale for $1 at the Murray Tourism
Commission office Sept. 15 from
8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m. and Sept. 16
1
from 6 a.m. to noon.
For more information phone
759-2199.

music performance degree.
The degree, along with music
education, will be offered as an
emphasis under the bachelor of
music degree.

Clarification

"Campus Briefly" is compilt•d by
Assistatlt Col/egL' l.ife Editor Brat~di
Williams and News Editor Lisa
Wheat.

An article in last week's "Murray State News" was unclear about
the future of the bachelor's of

"THE MURRAY STATE News ONUNEH FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH FRIDAY'S EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE News:' "THE NEWS
ONUNE" IS UPDATED EACH THURSDAY NIGHT.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http:// www.the news.org/life.htm
t

I
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www.thenews.org

VIewpoint: http://www.thenews.org/opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

Murray

Place

Luxury Living for College Students

1700 Lowes Drive
(Off N. 16th St., west of Lowes)

www.MurrayPiace.com
Features include ...
• 4·br 4-bath & 2-br 2·bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available ·You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer in each apt
• lndivtdual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet access
• FREE Cable with HBO & Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong, pool table,
loosball,stereo, and TV
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tenms court
• State-of-the-art fitness center

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA·CREF.
And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible ret1rement income options
For decades. TlAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country 1nvest torand enjoy-successful retirements.

Net Rent Starting at:
per person
per month

4 Bedroom I 4 Bathroom Apt.
Limited Time Only

Call for Current Specials!

759-3003

murray@ placeproperties.com

THE 'DAA:-CREF

ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with' the leader. TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.IM

1.800.842.2776
www. tiaa-cr e f .org

For more complete •nformatJon on our secunties products, please call1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request~· Read ~m carefully
before you 1nvest. • TIAA..CREF Individual and l~tJtutJOnal SeMces,l~. d•stnbutes the CREF and TlAA Real Estate~ annUJues • Teachers
~sooalln~~estoo Services, Inc. diStributes the Personal Annutttes variable annUity component. mutual funds and tultiOO saVI~ agteemen_ts •
TIAA and TIAA·CREF ufe Insurance Co., New York, NY. issue insurance and annuities • TlAA..CREF Trust Company, FSB proVIdes trust seMCes.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, !NY lose v1lue and Me not b1nk
0 2000 TIAA..CREF 0Ml3
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THURSDAY, AUG. 31

BY SHEUEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Glynn Orr, pastor of Westside Baptist
Church, said the demolition of the old church
building by the University did not come as a
surprise.
"When we sold the property to them in 1991,
we understood that would be the outcome of
the property," he said.
The building, located across from Wilson
Hall, was used for communications classes for
a few years after being sold to the University,
but eventually it deteriorated so much that
classes were moved elsewhere and the building
stood empty.
University officials decided it would cost too
much to repair it.
"It was in bad shape," said Larry Anderson,
assistant director of safety for Facilities Management. "The roof leaked and it just was not
cost effective.''
The building was demolished on July 18 to
make room for 16 new parking spots. Orr said
a few members from the church came to see it
being torn down and to collect mementos.
"Naturally there is a lot of sentimental
attachment to the building since that's where
Westside formally started," he said.
The building served as the Baptist Student
Union until a new facility was build in 1981 on
Waldrop Drive. On Aug. 2 of that year, 60
members chartered Westside Baptist Church.
The church purchased the building Feb. 7,
1982.
Orr said that when he became pastor in 1985
that the building didn't look much like a
church.
"When I came there I walked into an auditorium with no pews, nothing you would see in a
church, but the most exciting congregation," he
said. "It didn't look like a church, but in every
other aspect it was."
He said he misses Sunday school, mission
groups and fellowship in the old building.
"I've got a lot of fond memories there," he
said.
But Orr said although the building: has lleen
. torn d own, his congregation is not down,hearted because "the church is the people, .not the
building."

8:38 a.m. Illegal parking was reported at the Wrather Museum.
3:35 p.m. A minor accident was
reported at Chestnut Street and
Gilbert Graves Drive.
8:32 p.m. A Public Safety officer
stopped a vehicle in the Franklin
College lot for loud music.
11:43 p.m. Water was leaking from
an air conditioning unit in Elizabeth
College.
9:42p.m. Three females were reported exposing themselves at the tennis
courts on Chestnut Street. They were
gone when an officer arrived.
9:50 p.m. A marijuana smell was
reported in a Regents College room.
Public Safety determined the smell
was not marijuana.
11:22 p.m. Public Safety pulled over
a car at Regents College and Chestnut Street for having blue taillights.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 1
12:18 a.m. An officer saw smoke
coming from the roof of the General
Services Building. The smell of
smoke came from intake vents, but
everything was OK.

.._ ...

BY JONATHAN WATKINS
CONTRI8UrtNG WRITER

Freshman Brynn Browder
from Henderson knows what
she wants in a senator to represent her class in the Student
Government Association.
"The candidate would have
to be pretty good looking," she
said with a laugh. "They would
have to be very mature and
responsible and would have to
be a good leader."
Twelve freshmen are prepared to fill the two open positions this year, as compared
with the nine applicants Last
year.
These students will be
responsible for listening to the
concerns of the freshmen on
campus and reporting them
during the weekly SGA meetings.
This year's candidate$ are
Derek Hart, Natalie Warford,
Kiah Clayton, Josh Pritchett,

•

SATURDAY, SEPT. 2
12:16 a.m. Central Plant was advised
of pink-colored water in a White
College room.
3:10 a.m. A traffic stop was made at
16th and Hamilton streets for an illegal U-turn.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 3
1:17 a.m. A citation was issued for
reckless driving on 16th S!reet.
5:35 p.m. An air conditioner wJs
leaking water at Clark College.
7:58 p.m. An air conditioner was
leaking water at Hester College.
10:46 p.m. Items were reported missing from the CurTis Center computer
lab.

construction.
7:11 p.m. Plumbing problems were
reported in a Regents CoUege room.
7:15 p.m. Central Plant was advised
of a water leak over a window at
Ht.-ster College.
8:22 p.m. A vehicle was reported to
be blocking other parked cars at the
llart College lot.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 5
6:10 p.m. A 3·foot deep trench with
no barricade was near Richmond
and Clark colleges.
7:45 p.m. A MSU whidt> off campus
had a flat tire.
8:56 p.m. Lights were reported to be
out at Wrather Museum.
11:52 p.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning for running a stop sign at
Regents College.

Racer escorts - 7
Motorist assists - 4

MONDAY, SEPT. 4
4:42 p.m. A person turned in a lost
wallet to Public Safety.
5:31 p.m. Central Plant was advised
of roofing material blowing off
Woods Hall, where a roof is under

Police 8rol is compiled by News Editor
LiS~I Wltt'lll from maurials trl Public
St~ft'ly. All dispatdtt'lf calls art• not listed. Cherk "Tilt· Nt:ws" wtb:;ite for more
mlrit•s.

Peyton Mastera, Megan Webb,
Kevin Garner, Andy Carr, Jenn
Lanning, Whitney Burroughs,
Jeremy Osborne and Jennifer
Payne.
Senator-at-large Brett Keohan, sophomore from Paducah,
served as a freshman senator
during the 1999-20000 school
year.
"I went out and got to know a
lot of freshmen, and I basically
asked them if there was anything I could do to help them
out on campus," Keohan said .
"I let them know I was there to
represent all freshmen."
He said the freshmen senators
need to "be prepared to work
but also to have a lot of fun."
They should take the job seriously because they are repreS.Emting around 2,000 students,
Keohan said.
And some students, like
• Browder, have a few qualities in
mind for their senator.
"I think that a freshman sena-

tor should listen
CANDIDAT=.J
S .
RUNNING
everyone's
.}
to
concerns
and
FOR TWO
FRESHMEN
actually do some'
thing about it,"
said Bobby BackPOSIT IONS IN THE
freshman
es,
from Mount VerSTUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
non, Ill.
T. Derek Hart
"They should
2. N atalie Warford
be outgoing and
3. Kiah Clayton
have a good
sense of humor."
4. Jos h Pritchett
SGA adviser
5. Peyton Mastera
jeanie Morgan
6. Megan W ebb
said she encour7. Kevin Garner
ages all freshmen
8. Andy Carr
to participate.
9. Jenn Lanning
"Freshmen
10. Whitney Burroughs
deserve a say in
campus
deci- .
11. Jeremy Osborne
sions, and this
12. Jennifer Payne
opportunity
Robert P1erom/The News
comes through
voting during the elections,'' the Curris Center second floor. '
she said .
SGA meetings are 5 p.m.
Voting will take place from Wednesdays in the Curris Cen-:
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sept. 20 ter Barkley Room. The m~tings,
near the pedestrian entrance on are open to the public.
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Bible Study &Breakfast..... 9:30 a.m.
Worship ................................ 10:45 a.m.
Lunch................................... 11:55 a.m.

~

.S

Whitney Holland
Lindsay Atkins
Brandy House .
Shay Barnes
4 Q
Kimberly Boram
Michelle Houser
y~
•
Natalie Bringham
Missy Jenkins
'~ Whitney ~ushart Jennifer Johnson
~~lf.RJ~
~VI ~ Tara Chandler
Katie Konrad
Jenn Lanning
~ Lacy Clapp
Ashley Meador
'~ Kennette Cleaver
Angie Moore
4•~ Kiki Cunni~gham
Jennifer Payne
Wendy Davis
Ginger Smith
'
Megan Douglas
Hillary Spain
Stephanie Elder
Sarah Stafford
~Q Marybeth Harris
Yf Elizabeth Hawkins
Annie Walker
'~ Julie Hoffman
'

invites
you to
MSU Focus
Day
Sunday,
Sept. 10

203 S. 4th St. • 753-1854

with carrying a deadly weapon. He
was initially stopped for running a
red light.

4~
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12:53 a.m. A Public Safety officer
gave a motorist a verbal warning for
failing to stop at the Waldrop Drive
and U.S. 121 stop sign.
4:20 ;a.m. Numerous articles of clothing were reported around Hester
College.
5:14 a.m. An officer issued a citation
to a motorist on Poplar Street for not
having a drivers license in possession.
6:58a.m. A fire alarm sounded at the
Carmen Pavilion. It was a false
alann triggered by ek'Ctrical trouble.
8:35 a.m. Water was leaking in a
Clark College bathroom
5:56 p.m. Children were climbing
the fire escape at Ordway Hall.
8:33 p.m. An officer gave a motorist
a verbal warning in the Regents College parking lot for running a stop
sign.
9:39 p.m. An officer issued a citation
at Stewart Stadium for reckl~s driving.
10:24 p.m. Someone was told not to
ride a scooter in the mall area.
11:22 p.m. J.T. Nail and Rebecca
Nail, non-students of Murray, were
arrested at the corner of 16th and
Valentine streets for multiple drug
charges. j.T Nail was also charged

Freshman file for two SGA senator slots

trst
apttst
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•
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•PoliceBeat

University clears
former church site
for parking space
OFFICIALS
DETERMINED
W ESTSIDE
BAPTIST
CHURCH
BUILDING
WOULD HAVE
BEEN TOO
EXPENSIVE TO
RENOVATE.
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f a,m m .
Week
What band or
performer would you
like to see at Murray?
Why?

NAILS, BECAUSE
TRENT REZNOR
IS HOTI

11

RENEE BROCKWELL
Jumor. Padur:<Jh

BRITNEY

Our View

SPEARS,
BECAUSE SHE'S

Issue:

A GOOD ARTIST

THE MBNA IS
SOLICITING

AND VERY
ATTRACTIVE.

ANDY CARR

to Murray State students, the South.
faculty and staff after notWe feel the faculty and
ing the latest rankings in staff mus~ be. c~mmen~ed
the "U.S. News & World for
mamtammg
htgh
Report."
expectations of student
Once again, Murray was performance.
placed as a Tier I Regional
By requiring students to
University in the South. meet and exceed certain
The University, moving Un iversity requ irements,
from 29th· to 20th place in the reputation the Univerjust one year.
sity holds has only been
Also, the University heightened.
maintained its sixth place
The nine p lace ju mp is

STUDENTS FOR

11

CREDIT ON

Freshman. Owensboro

CAMPUS.

POSITION:
A LTHOUGH THE
11

PHILMORE,

MBNA HAS BEEN

I

SUCCESSFUL IN

LIKE WHAT THEIR

RAISING FUNDS

LYRICS PROMOTE

FOR THE

I LIKE THEIR

AND

U NIVERSITY, THE

MUSIC.''

ORGANIZATIO~
I

jUSTIN CROWELL

Freshman, Symsonia

NEEDS TO MAKE
STUDENTS
AWARE Of WHAT
THEY ARE

11

VANillA ICE,

COMMITTING

BECAUSE HE

THEMSELVES TO.

HAS COOL
HAIR. "

jAIHE 8LECHLE

Junior. Petryv/1/e, Mo

11

RICHARD

MARX.

l'o LIKE

TO KNOW IF
HE'S STill
ALIVE."
ERIC GILLILAND
Sophomore. Paducah

Loree Stark/The

improvement the University has experienced in the
last few years.
The students should also
be commended for their
efforts in dass and in their
dedication to campus activities.
Because o f the large jump
in rank in "U.S. News &
World Rep ort," Murray
State will no doubt become
a more appealing op tion

Mu~A'Y 5-rATE

Credit holders
deceived by
MBNA, MSU

"NINE INCH

11
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Greg Stark
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Loree Stark
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Melissa Stoneberger
College Life Editor

Jason Billingsley

national students.
Consequ ently, th is will
open the doors to increased
enrollment and even more
improvemen t on campus
and in camp us life.
If the University continues to exhibit this much
imp rovement in ra nk in
the years to come, Murray
just may becom e a n ationwide force to be reckoned
with.

Issue:

T HE U NIVERSITY
HAS JUMPED NINE
PLACES IN RANK
IN " U .S. N EWS

& WORLD
REPORT."

POSITION:
STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND
STAFF SHOULD BE
COMMENDED FOR
THEIR EFFORTS.
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Last year, University officials
made a decision not to allow
credit companies on University
property to solicit students to
apply for credit.
However, the Murray State
Alumni Association seems to
have a secure strongh old on
campus when it comes to credit
card solicitation.
In the past six years, th e
MBN A
MasterCards
have
brought in $400,000.
Also, when students, staff and
alumni apply for the MBNA
MasterCard, the University does
not make it clear, in any certain
terms, that the University will be
collecting a certain percentage of
the balance on both student an d
alumni accounts.
Consel1uently, the University
wilJ receive the remainder of the
funds. We have no problem with
the University devising tactics
for fund-raising.
We would like to see Murray
receive as much monetary assistance as possiblei however, University fund-raising should
never be at the cost of student
awareness.
Also, if the University plans to
solicit so aggressively to students, perhaps other credit card
companies should be allowed
back on campus.
If students elect to apply for
credit, they should be given a
broader opportunity to choose
what company they would like
to establish credit with.
It seems somewhat hypocritical of the University to ban o ther
credit card companies from campus.
Although we are happy to see
the University benefit from the
MBNA MasterCards, we would
like to see them be a little more
open about contractual policies
with the students before they a re
handed the card and bound to a
contract.
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•Your Views
Boy Scout museum
not promoted effectively
To the Editor:
Perhaps th~ truth is more com-

plex than the glib statements

from Boy SCllUting of America
oificials ,md the MSU president.
locJting the museum in a building that was third-rate and not
,1cces::.ible for the disabled and
cJJcrlv as well as inconv~nientlv
lucnted may alo;;o be to blam;.

Certainly the BSA, the University
and Murray tourism promotiona l efforts were inferior at best.
Who seemed to care?

As one who brought guests
there from several states. I admit
to caring that you are losing
something that, if properly locat-

:

:

c:-;;

ed and better promoted, might
have meant so much to Murray.
It is shameful to hear people who
"starved the child" to death wail
and shed crocodile tears that "the
kid was sickly anyway."
By the way, the new location
will be just down the road from

me here in Texas, so your loss is
my gain. I'm tired of the BS in
BSA, MSU's president, mediocre
tourism officials and more cover·
ups.

Les Palmer
Received via e-mail
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Bumping ceasefire brings happiness
So school is here again. (Well, I guess it
has been here for about three weeks now,
but it seemed like a nice way to begin.) And
the sights and sounds of university life have
begun coming from their summer break
hiding spots.
Stomachs are adjusting to accommodate
Winslow's scrambled eggs. The Papa John's
delivery guy (or girl, for those who are p.c.
minded) has become a mainstay in the residential colleges and girls aU over campus
are giving me their numbers.
OK, so that last one is a slight distortion of
the truth. OK, so by "slight," 1 mean a complete lie.
Even with the return of all these things, it
seems as if something has been missing
from campus life this semester.
A number of possibilities raced through
my mind. Was our University lacking flowers? Had Racer pride diminished to an alltime low? Were chicken strip things to no

longer be served on Wednesday.
It was not until 2:05 a.m. Wednesday the
proverbial light bulb went off in my head
and I realized what was missing from the
campus. Here it was, 2:05 in the morning,
and I was able to actually hear my thoughts.
Why? Because there was no bumping going
on.
Now, many individuals are probably
shaking their heads and wondering why I
would be making an issue out of this. Well,
for those of you who may not remember, I
managed to somehow get one of my rants
about the problems associated with "bumping" published in "TheJv1urray State News"
last year.
For the uneducated, by the way, bumping
is the process whereby an individual
attempts to deafen himself/herself and
everyone around, as well as to destroy his or
her car, with intense bass beats.
Now, my point is this. I have to say I am

Wal-Mart offers
customer comfOrt
In My

Opinion

LOREE

STARK

"How

CAN

YOU RESIST THE
FRIENDLY
ATMOSPHERE
THAT BECKONS
YOU AT

4:42

IN THE
MORNING IN
FITS OF
INSOMNIA?"

Everyone needs a place where they can seek
solace in times of despair, be it your best friend's
kitchen table, a cabin in the woods or your leather
recliner in front of the TV.
And for me, that place is Wal-Mart.
[ know, I know. Those who are hardcore anticorporate America are going to be the first to shoot
me down. Sure, perhaps some local businesses
have suffered at the hands of Sam Walton. Maybe
it is a little bit less of a personal experience when
Mr. or Mrs. Wal-Mart star cashier needs a price
check on aisle 43. But it is undeniable the loyal customers of Wai-Mart experience a certain sense of,
well, euphoria upon entering the vast expanse that
is Wallyworld.
I don't know. Is it just me, or is it the massive fluorescent lighting? Your call.
All I know is that nothing is more fulfilling to me
than entering Wal-Mart with money in my checking account and a list that leaves room for alteration.
Some people might suggest it is merely my feminine wiles that bring fulfillment in any kind of
shopping situation, but I beg to differ.
As a long-time advocate of mall shopping, I
must say Wal-Mart actually ranks No. 1 on my list
of favorite places to waste money.
You see, Wal-Mart does something no other
retail establishment does. It caters to the masses; it
caters to everyone. I don't care who you are or
where you originated. By god, you can find something you need at Wal-Mart.
And with those giant yellow smiley faces constantly lowering prices, how can you resist the
friendly atmosphere that beckons you at 4:42 in the
morning in fits of insomnia?
I suppose that could just be me.
Perhaps r should just cut to the chase.
I'm sorry to any local businesses who lost at
their pursuit of the American Dream because Wallyworld moved in next door. ['m sorry you may
never have the chance to grow and prosper into a
corporate monopoly over the greater Midwest in
the way of Sam Walton.
But, I'm sorry to say, if Sam was still alive, I'd
ha\'e to gi\•e him a much-deserved pat on the back
and a word of thanks for giving me a place to
always seek solace. Always.

thoroughly impressed with how things
have been going this year as far as the
bumping situation is concerned.
Granted, there is still some daytime
bumping happening, but [ have yet to be
awakened at 3 in the morning by some latenight parking lot cruiser. Nor have I heard
any complaints from other students.
I actually credit this recent good news to
two things.
'
First, I believe this recent loss of bass
could very well be a result of these former
bumpers having left the campus, either by
moving out of the residential colleges or
graduating.
There is part of me that likes to entertain
the idea these bumpers simply no longer
exist. It is my belief they eventually souped
up their phat rides so much with bass equipment that they simply bumped themselves
into oblivion with the sonic vibrations. Even
as we speak, they arc spending eternity in

that big bass tube in the sky, flowing and
mixing with Tupac and The Notorious
B. I.G.
But, for whatever reason, I have to say
that I, and many other students, are incredibly happy. But to those of you who would
consider cranking up the bass, I urge you to
embrace the treble. Treble is good ... not
bad. Or possibly shoot for the middle
ground between the two. J mean, with treble, you can actually understand why you
should back that thing up, or why thongs
are good.
Well, that is my public rant for the semester. I just wanted to say thanks, and now I
am off to break it down with a little M.C.
Hammer. (He's still popular these days,
right?) Too Legit, right, guys? Guys? Don't
leave me hanging here.

In My

Opinion

jOHN
GIBSON

"IT SEEMS AS IF
SOMETHING HAS
BEEN
HISSING FROM
CAMPUS LIFE

fohn Gibson is a junior llistory major from

Henderson.

THIS SEMESTER."
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Loree Stark is vkwpoint editor for "Tile Murray State
News."

Student likens president, coach to John Malkovich
pay. It was a quality experience.
Unfortunately there is an eight-minute
time limit on being Kern Alexander. At the
end of your eight minutes you are dropped
out of the sky in Frankfort in front of the
capitol building. Sorry, you have to hitch a
ride home.
There is also a gateway into the mind of
Coach Joe Pannunzio. This one is actually
located off campus in the Cracker Barrel
bathroom. Of course, they both arrived in
Murray at about the same time.
This was an amazing trip! By entering his
mind I was able to understand the greatness of "Don" Pannunzio. Coach, I am in
no way linking you to the mafia, so please
do not take it that way, sir. I'm too young to
die.
I saw by moving the team to the far side
of the field that ensures the opposing teum
will have to listen to our band, cheerleaders
and fans throughout home games. I'm sure
the flooding that may occur on the opposition's side is a pure accident. The athletic
department knows nothing about the
drains being clogged . Oops.
When your time runs out as Coach P you
are dropped onto the set of the Sopranos.

I had the strangest dream Sunday night. I
dreamt I wrote this week's commentary on
"Being John Matkovich." For those of you
have not yet seen it, it's a quality flick.
As the dre.un continued I went through a
whole series of beings such as "Being Kern
Alexander" and "Being Joe Pannunz10."
The dream was, at least in part, fact
based. It is .1 little known fact that there are
many portals around campus, such as
tho~e in the movie that can transport an
individual into John Matkovich's head.
In room 417 of White College behind one
of the panels in the ldt closet there is a portal to Kern Alexander's brain. Those ...vho
have passed through it include an over
zealous horticulture student, which
explains the excessive campw, beautification.
I think it was the snmc student that was
responsible for my tree being cut down
over the summer.
I have also traveled into this portal, and
being a finance major, I am responsible for
the tuition hikes. I also managed to convince the state to give the University
monq for projects the previously mentioned tuition and fee hikes were meant to

.
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After going through the Don's portal, l
Many people were acknowledging him
found another portal in the city pc1rk inside as we walked by. "Love your work"' was a
the old schoolhoust•. Since I had my fun for common phrase, as was "Hey Robert."
the day, I decided to let good friend and
He wasn't one of those actors that
"The Ne ..vs" Associate Editor Greg Stark ignored his adoring fans. He gave them a
take this ride.
wave or nodded at them. He <llso said "Hi'"
Here's Greg to tell the story.
sometimes.
GREG STARK: After a long day at work,
Then someone noticed him from the
my friend Ryan told me about this cool ride movie "Big," which starred Tom Hanks. He
in the city park. He told me it would be a asked if he would have the honor of doing
natural high.
the dance on the piano, which was the
So Ryan ,1nd r \'Cntured out to the city famous scene between Hanks and (gasp)
park late that afternoon. He showed me the Robert Loggia.
secret panel to the portal, and I slipped
I found out the identity of the man. He
down in there.
was semi-famous actor Robert Loggi<.1 . As
It wns a gros~, !>lippcry ride. When I he was about to answer the fellow, the porarrived at the bottom, I looked through the tal sucked me up and I landed near the disright eye of a man lookinK dt)Wn at .1 desk count tobacco shop in Hazel.
calendar.
All in all, it was a good trip, but a str,1nge
He seemed to be writing appointments one. What a short, strange trip it's been.
down, like "Speaking engagl'menl - 9
BACK TO RYAN: I've been told that
p.m." or "Special appt'ilfoJnce on 'Drew there is also a passage into my mind. For
Carey.' "
$5.95 a minute you too can be C. Ryan ShelI figured him then to be a speaker and/ or ton.
an actor.
Hey, I have to pay the bills somehow.
He walked out of his office <~nd we were
suddenly on the Hollywond W.1lk of Fame. C. Ryan Shelton is a freshman finance major
1 knew thb trip was going tn be real.
from Owensboro.
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In My
Opinion

C.

RYAN

SHELTON

" IN ROOM

417

OF WHITE
COLLEGE
BEHIND ONE OF
THE PANELS IN
THE LEFT
CLOSET THERE
IS A PORTAL TO
KERN
ALEXANDER'S
BRAIN."
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National council policy bans sororities
.from co-sponsored events with alcohol

••
0

BY LISA WHEAT

.ot. .
•

NEWS EDITOR

,; A policy enacted this semester by the
.. ational Panhellenic Conference may
":Change the face of fraternity and sorority
:parties across the nation.
:• The council is enforcing a policy that
bans sororities from attending co-sponsored events when alcohol is present at a
fraternity facility.
_ Sororities at Murray State are deter"mined to support each other in complying with the law, while fraternities are
prepared to adjust their functions so the
women can be involved.
yYith its annual Pig-Out philanthropy
event scheduled for Saturday, Pi Kappa
Alpha is planning time without alcohol.
"This year it will be everything the
same except open alcohol," said Ryan
pttle, Pi Kappa Alpha representative to
~he Interfraternity Council.
Sororities annually participate in spirit
and volleyball competitions at the event.
• "Alcohol is not the reason we have pigouts as Pikes ... It's to benefit the community and philanthropy," Little said.

..

Contact The
MurraY State
News at
762-4478 to
learn more
about
advertising
on our

IFC President Jarred Jackson said most
fraternities will put alcohol up for a couple hours, but that they should not be
expected to completely change.
"We're going to do what we can within reason," he said. "But at the same time
you can' t destroy your events. You can't
punish everybody."
Thr policy allows events with alcohol
to be held at a "third-party wndor," such
as a restaurant where identification is
checked and drinks are served.
Ashley Graves, president of Alpha
Sigma Alpha, s.1id her sorority already
maintained strict policies regarding alcohol and only mixers and philanthropic
events will be affected.
Graves noted the situation at Murray
State is different because third party ven·
dors are currently illegal in CaUoway
County, where alcohol cannot be served.
"It's not a big change for us and it's not
a big adaptation," she said. "It's just
going to be a little more work to find
places to have mixers."
Stephanie Judy, Alpha Omicron Pi
president, said she did not think the new
policy would affect sorority membership.

"That's (alcohol) not what we're
about," she said. "We're about sisterhood
and scholarship."
Sororities have several different
dimension.".
"Soci,ll is just one aspect," Alpha Delta
Pi president Jean Hlter said.
Marian Williams, chairwoman of the
National Panhellenic Conference, said
the policy was m.1de in support of fraternity nationals that decided to go alcoholfree.
Sororities in turn would have safer
environments.
"I just try to reinforce to the women
that they are the ones holding the power,
.md the fellas, they won't ydl long,"
Williams said.
Sororities have expressed confusion
about the definition of a co-sponsored
event. Williams said it is e\'cnts sororities
and fraternities plan and fund together.
"If the young women had nothing to
do with the planning or the financial
aspects, then no, we would not consider
it co-sponsored," she said.
IFC adviser Jim Baurer said national
sorority organizations can apply their

Blfi &PPll l&fl

Ryan

The News

Bid card In hand. Kiki Cunningham, freshman from Hardin. hugs Robin Hill,
junior from Webster County. upon her acceptance into Alpha Omicron Pi on
Monday. Members of AOPi and other sororities said that sisterhood and scholarship, not alcohol, Is the focus of Greek life.
own regulations on attendance to events.
Some place a certain number on how
many members must be present before it
is considered co-sponsored .

Said Baurer: "Basically the national
policies are designed to force events to go
tCl a third party vendor to reduce the risk
<>f liability."

"Casual Dining With An Accent"
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WEDNESDAY NITES - HOME OF THE ORIGINAL COLLEGE NITE!
WILD & WET T-SHIRT CONTEST!
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"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

Friday: Live Country Music
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Saturday: Exit 3
The HOTTEST spot in the Tri-State Area for LIVE Rock-N-Roll!
Also OJ & Dancing between sets!

HaPPY Hour
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Old pictures with the owl
are still on file at The
Murray State News In 111
Wilson Hall. IF you would
like to pick up your pictures
· come to the newsroom
Monday through Friday
before S p.m.
_....,.

Every Thursday
oJ & $1 longnecks
KARA0 KE
C0 NT EST

$3 Pitchers
w/ College 10

14 mites South of Murrav
121 s.. 1 mile past state line
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New Regents prepare for inaugural Board meeting
DON SPARKS
AND M ICHAEL
THORNE WILL
ASSUME
VACATED
BOARD OF
REGENTS'
SEATS TODAY.

BYJ ASON

YATES

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Today's gathering of Murray State's
Board of Regents will mark the inaugural meeting for two new faces who
were sworn into the group ] uly 1.
Longtime educator and administrator Don Sparks and SGA President
Michael Thorne will claim their seats
around the oval table in Pogue
Library's Jesse Stuart Room at 10:30
a.m.
Sparks, who served as the superintendent of the Mayfield school system

from 1970 until his retirement in 1994,
cited the opportunity to be the first
Board representative from Craves
County since Charlt.-s Howard from
1968 to 1982 as one of the primary
reasons the post was attractive to him.
As a 1958 MSU alumnus, Sparks
roots at Murray State extend into his
family tree. His wife <1nd two children
all graduated from the University.
"I have a great deal of loyalty to
Murray State," he said .
Sparks replaces Lexington native
Tom Burich, who served on the Board
from 1994 to 2000. He views his tenure

as a chance to bring freshness and
experience to the Board.
"This is completely different than
anything I have ever done before,"
Sparks said. "I am going in with an
open mind. I have no agenda, and 1
don't know details about controversial issues right now. I guess I will
learn on the job."
Thorne assumes the student regent
post held last year by former SGA
President Brandon Kirkham. He said
he is excited about his first meeting
ilnd believes he is in a position to have
a great deal of influence on the Board.

"I think, now more than ever, the
voice of the students is being heard by
the Board," Thorne said. "I'm pleased
to be the messenger of the word."
The opinions of students will be on
Thome's mind when he enters the
meeting. He said he is not in it for
himself, but to represent the student
body to the best of his ability.
"I want to ensure that students'
rights and concerns are made known
to the Board," he said. "I want to
make sure that I do a good job of representing what the entire student
body wants."

•

MICHAEL THORNE
SGA President

" ... THE VOICE
OF THE STUDENTS
IS BEING HEARD
BY THE BOARD."
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Best Damn Pizza in
the Greater
Metropolitan
Buchanan area plus
Shrimp, Enchiladas,
sandwiches and
Cold Beer
Wednesday is

Ladies Night

SDAY is COLLEGE NIG

starting at 8 p.m.
featuring
$1 drafts and
$4 pitchers

admission .is free with student 1.

13 miles sout h of Murray on 121 on the Stateline
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Last Saturday the Nite Owl tried a new
local favorite in Paducah ·The Big
Kahuna. It is not a bar, it is a CLUB.
Once inside the establishment the crowd is
free to dance all over the 11 ,000 square
feet ·of beach-like party space.
Just a note: Get there before the specials
' are over to avoid the wait outside to get a
spot in the action, and go early because
Happy Hours are wonderful things.
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RacerNet allows students
to access records online
STUDENTS
CAN VIEW
THEIR CAREER
ACADEMIC
RECORD,
GRADES AND
BREAKDOWN
OF FINANCIAL
RECORDS BY
LOGGING
ONTO THE
SITE.

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFf WRITER

Students are spending less
time in Sparks Hall and more
time at a keyboard because of
the new Personal Identification
Network, availabl~ through RacerNet.
The office of administrative
computing and information system:> developed the program,
which allows students to view
and print their schedules,
account information and grades.
They can also request a letter
verifying their enrollment. It
became operational in May.
"There have been some minor
glitchL'S, but the overall response
has been very positive," said
Ann Gupton, manager of administrative computing and information systems.
Gupton said the glitches
included a slowing of the system
the first day of classes and other
"system tuning" difficulties, but
all problems have now been
fixed.
The PIN system is available
over the Internet through the
RaccrNct page at http:/ /campus.murraystatc.cdu. Students
enter their Social Security num-

campus.murraystate.edu
Robert Pieroni/The News

ber followed by a password to
access their information.
On the first use, the password
will be the student's month, date
and year of birth, but the password must be changed before
initially exiting the system.
Once logged into the system,
students may view records of
their entire academic careers at
Murray State, including all their
grades and a current breakdown
of their bill for the semester.
Gupton said students should
not worry about the safety of
their personal information
because it is stored on the University's mainframe computer.
"That's why it's stored there,
because of the built-in security
that's already in place there/'
she said. "lt's using the highest
level of encryption.

The Buckley Amendment
requires the University to ensure
student grades are not accessible
to the public.
"We cannot provide student
grades where there's J chance
where hackers might break into
them," Academic Computing
and Information Systems Director Linda Miller said.
Students who have used the
new system have praised it, for
the most part.
"It provided the needed result
for me and it was easy to use.''
Michael Boone, graduate student from Benton, said. "It's
been a long time coming, but it's
helpful now that it's here."
Boone said he used the system
to check his schedule before the
semester began and to take a
look at the grades from his summer classes.
A few initial system bugs did
not deter Christy Lemming,
senior from Sparta, Ill.
"I think it's a great idea, but
the first day I tried to use it the
system was so clogged up that I
couldn't pull up my schedule,"
she said. "But it sure beats the
heck out of standing in Une at
Sparks."

Ryan Brooks/The News

Shady seat:

Graduate student Nitima Rleanthaweewatana studies
under a tree outside Waterfield Library. She Is a Thai exchange student
seeking a master's degree in management of technology.

'U.S. News' elevates MSU's ranking among southern colleges
BY MARCI OWEN
STAff WRITER

Murray State University ranks
among the top southern universities for the lOth consecutive year.
The latest r,mkings by the "U.S.
News & World Report" placed
Murray State as a Tier 1 Regional
University in the South, jumping
from 29th to 20th place in one year.

"Of course we are very excited
about this," Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson said.
"It's a reflection of the quality of
faculty, staff and students at Murray State."
"U.S. News" ranks MSU in sixth
place among Top Public Universities in the South, making this the
third time the University has been
ranked in this category since it was

created in 1997. Murray State is the
only Kentucky school ranked in this
category.
MSU returns in sixth place as one
of the Best Values in the South.
"I think it says a lot that we are
able to offer a quality education at a
reasonable cost to our students,"
Provost Gary Brockway said.
Brockway said a number of factors have contributed to the Univer-

Alpha Gamma Delta
Amber Alexander
Sarah Broughton
Whitney Burroughs
Janna Choate
Christina Clark
Lane Dennison
Sara Drake
Jayme Duncan
Terra Dunn
Janna Furches
Jennifer Harris
Susan Hatcher
Erin Hayes
Alesha Holder
Angie Hughes

Nikki Martin
Summer McClure
Amanda Miller
Jenny Moss
Jodi O'Connell
Mary Owler
Janine Perkins
Kristin Pyle .
Jessica Reed
Amy Ross
Elyssa Russell
Becca Slayden
Erin Tolliver
Lauren Watson

sity's success.
"lt's an overall indicator that
Murray State is a quality university," he said.
Factors considered in the rankings are reput,1tion, retention rate,
graduation r4lte, class ~ize, stuQentfaculty ratio and SATI ACT scoring.
"This is the thing that will open
the door for new students," Dean of
Admissions Phil Bryan said.

Bryan said international students,
being less familiar with the names
of universities, have to rely more on
these rankings than other students.
"I'm here regardless," said Tahl
Chitter, sophomore from Edmonton, Cal\flda. "But hearing how well
Murray State ranks makes me feel
better as a student."
Additional ranking information
is available at www.usnews.com.

FACTORS
SUCH AS
REPUTATION,
RETENTION
AND
GRADUATION
RATE WERE
CONSIDERED.

Freshmen Senator
~ Elections ~

Wed., Se~t,,,zo
in Curris 'Center
Dance.Lounge
8:30 a.m. · 4:30 p.m.

Bring you~ Racer 10
--

...
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Opening checking account
helps balance expenses
BY

'

SCOTT GIBSON

CONTRIIIUTING WRITER

Balancing finances can be difficult for
college student-., but there is hope.
Creating and following a budget,
opening a checking account and teaming more about money management are
all easy ways to balance expenses.
Steve Lacewell, visiting assistant professor oi finance, recommends creating
i1 reJiistic budget that fits the individual'~ lifestyle.
"There are many personal finance
sites on the Internet that students can
go to in order to set· up a budget,"
Lacewell said.
When students create a budget they
need to consider emergency situations
that may arise, as well as any special
n(.>eds they may have, such as medications .1nd pet care.
Students should also consider opening a l heckmg or savings account,
Lacewell 5clid. Not only does a bank
.1ecount keep money in a manageable
environment, but it also helps create a

~mpty

wallet does not
mean end of dating life
t

BY

RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

No one wants to be called
a cheap Jate:-' But ·w1th all
the expenses of college, student's wallets may sometimes suggest an inexpensive evening out (or in).
A great date may be as
close as your Jiving room.
Instead of dropping serious
cash at the movies anJ c1t a
nice restaurant, llrdering
pizza anJ renting a couple
of videos would be a comparable datC'.
Top off the evening by
topping off glasses of t:hcap
wine. Light a few c.mdles
for atmosphere, and its the
romance of Italy in the living room. However, it
could be tricky converting a
couch into a gondola .
Movie World, Movies to
Go and Video Gold have
the cheapest rentals in town
at $3 for a new relei1se.
Also, CaJlO\.,·ay County
Public Libri1ry renb vid<.·os
for free if you haw ,1 library
card.
Mr. Gatti':- has the cheapest l.ugc 1lOC topping pizza
in town for S6.1·N. Students
can ~n,lg Arbor Mbt wine at
West Wood Wines und
Liquors in Paris, Tenn., for
53.49 a bottle.
Outdoors is also i1 gre.1t
place for a d.1te. With !.and
Between the Lakes 1>nly "

few miles away, it is an
inexpensive way to get outside of Murray for the afternoon.
Replace the books in a
backpack with picnic supplies. If a picnic might not
be enough to do, the area
offers plenty of places to
hike.
Leslie Shaw, senior from
Louisville, said last summer
she and her friend went on
a double blind date. She
said they and their dates
hike~ and biked, and had a
great time in nature, inexpensively.
Now, her friend and her
friend's date are engaged.
Shaw said a date can be
more creative the less
money you spend.
"Those are · probably the
better dates," Shaw said. "It
makes it more interesting."
Another inexpensi\'e date may be as
closl:' as the Curris
Center.
Cinema
International offers
free foreign films
Thursday to Saturday
nights in the Curris
Center Theater.
After the movie,
students could
create your
own

photo documentary of the
date with a disposable camera. Stroll around campus
and pose with Rainey i.
Wells or hike up to the top
of Stewart Stadium and get
a panorama of Murray's
lights. After documenting
the date, stop by Matt B's
for a few slices of pizza.
A disposable camera
costs around $7 at WalMart and pizza costs about
$10.
Craig Hoffman, junior
from Ashley, Ill., said dating expenses often do get
out of hand, but he is not
too worried about it.
Said Hoffman: "If your
girlfriend's worth it, it
doesn't matter."

good credit history.
"Students should open a checking
account if they can use it responsibly,"
Lacewell said. "With a checking
account they can start working on their
credit history."
Many local banks offer special checking accounts for students.
Union Planters Bank offers student
checking with no service charges. Students can open an account with $100.
Jane Barnett, manager of the University Office of Union Planters Bank, recommends students open an account to
make it easier to manage finances.
"We tell students to be sure and keep
up with their balance," Barnett said. "If
students don't understand the statement, they can come in and we'll be
glad to help them."
Lacewell said students can take a
class to learn about money management.
Said Lacewell: "The College of Business offers a personal finance class,
which teaches the basifs."

J

Getting it cheap:

I

Necessities found at low prices

\

BY

KRISTA MATHENY
SlAFF WRITER

The toilet paper is mysteriously disappearing from the
wall. Winlow Dining Hall's
food is stMting to lose its
appeal. Yuu'rc washing your
hair with hand soap . It b time
to go shopping.
Many students need the
basic necessities to make
life easier. Items such
as toilet paper
<1nd snncks
can be

vital. Making toilet paper at
home is a rather complicated
process, so many students
depend on stores to provide
them with their basic grocery
needs.
The dominating grocery
store at Murray State is the
consumer giant Wal-Mart.
Wal-Mart has almost everything a student could possibly
need.
"I usually go to Wal-Mart
because they have a little bit of
everything," said Carlos John·
son, sophomore from Hopkinsville.
A few students do not like
the overwhelming
crowds and
t h e

large corporate feel at WalMart. Other stores, such as Big
Lots, Krogers, Fred's Dollar
Store and Food Giant offer
friendly, less crowded service
to penny-pinching students.
Some students prefer the
more small-town stores that
survived Wal-Mart's coming.
Will Vaughn, freshman from
Detroit, does his shopping at
Owen's Food Market, located
on Main Street.
"Everything's really close
together," he said. "It's not like
a warehouse like Wal-Mart."
Vaughn said he goes to
Owen's Food Market for more
than his basic shopping needs.
"They have more specialized
food," Vaughn said. "If they
don't, they can order . anything."

/
\

•

Photo illustration by Ryan Brooks/The News
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The
Week
Ahead

FRIDAY

A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN . To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175 .

'

• Photography
for
teachersBrandon Springs,
Land
Between
the Lakes. For
more information, phone 7622595.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 6 p .m.
Regular meetings
are every Tuesday at 6 p.m.
• Cinema
InternationalFrench
films
"The Little Thief"
and
" Alone,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30p.m.
Free.

Crayola company makes
children's dreams come true
the K-6 child."
The program was first introduced
in 1984 as traveling museum exhibitions of 100 artworks, and grew in
1986 to have regional hosts at university campuses across the nation,
according to information from Binney- Smith, parent company of
Crayola. More than 14 millions
teachers and children have participated in the program since 1984.
"This program promotes visual
arts across the curriculum," Serre
said. "Visual arts enhance learning
and creative thinking."
The art will be displayed Jan. 15,
to Feb. 15, 2001. The pieces will be
judged and 40 winners will be
picked.
"There will be a huge display in
the spring of 2001," Serre said.
"Crayola will sponsor a festival with
hands-on activities, art displays and
entertainment."
For more information, contact
Serre at 762-4219.

BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
COUEGE LlFE EDITOR

I

The spectrum of artistic opportunity for elementary school students
is growing because of the DreamMakers program sponsored by
Crayola.
The Dream-Makers Exhibition is a
nationwide program that supports
the artistic aspirations of primary
school students by selecting outstanding pieces for exhibition at one
of five regional sites.
Murray State was chosen as the
host site for the southeast region and
will exhibit 40 works selected by
jurors who are familiar with elementary school art.
"More than 1,000 pieces at this
location will be judged by professional jurors," said Camille Serre,
Crayola Dream!.Maker southeastern
representative and head of the Murray State art education department.
"These people will be familiar with
artistic and developmental stages of

The Hurray State News
Sep~mber

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

• Photography
for
teachersBrandon Springs,
land
Between
the lakes. For
more information, phone 7622595.
• Cinema
In t ernatio n alFrench
films,
"The little Thief"
and
" Alone,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Free.

• Ph o t ogra ph y
for
teachersBrandon Springs,
Land
Between
the Lakes. For
more information,phone 7622595.
• Sunday schoolChi Alpha, Hart
College lobby,
10:15 to 10:45 a.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• RCA- Residential College Association meeting,
Curris
Center
Barkley Room, 5
to 6 p.m.

• Blood DriveCurds
Center
Dance Lounge, 10
am to3 p.m.
• Assertiveness
Training GroupOrdway
Hall
room 301, 12:20 to
1:45 p.m. This
group will meet
every Tuesday
until Nov. 14.
Sponsored
by
Women's Center.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room,6p.m.

• Blood DriveCurds
Center
Dance Lounge, 10
am to3 p.m.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room,6p.m.
• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Bible
studyChi Alpha, Curris
Center Theater, 7
p.m.

THURSDAY
•Black
Student
Council- Curris
Center
Barkley Room,
6p.m.
• Reading
Series- Pogue
Library, 7:30
p.m. Earl S.
Braggs
and
Allison Joseph,
award-\vinning
African-American authors,
will read from
their work.
• Cinema
InternationalJapanese film
"The Eel," Curris Center Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Free.

They have a life, too

Professors show outside interests
BY BRANDl WIUIAMS
AsSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Just because they stand in
the front of a classroom with
a piece of chalk in their hands
and lecture. to challenge all
intelligence does not mean
that is all they live for.
As difficult of a concept as
it may be to grasp, professors
have a life, too.
Joe Baust, director of the
Center for Environmental
Education and professor of
early childhood and elementary education, spends his
spare time taking outdoor
photography.
He started this hobby 10
years ago when he began
working with a colleague on
his slide shows. A graduate
student later taught him
darkroom techniques.

"He was 59 years old and
he spent a lot of his life working with photography,"
Baust said. "I learned from
him. He should have charged
me probably."
Baust said he also plans to
participate in the "Photography for Teachers" cowse at
the Land Between the Lakes
this weekend.
Baust said he wants more
students to realize teachers
live average lives.
"Sometimes people believe
teaching is all we do, as if to
be a professor means you
must be on call all the time,"
Baust said. " We've had
phone calls at 9:30 at night
and 7:30 in the morning. I
don' t object to it but it
amazes me that people think
I don' t have much of a life."

Waag said.
One of the things Waag
said bothers him the most
about students is the apathy,
" when they do not take
advantage of the many
opportunities on campus,
such as concerts, lectures,
international films - the
good stuff."
Sue Sroda, director of the
TESOL program, said she·
plans to enroll in an art class
and learn to draw.
"In the last eight months I
decided the only time you
will have to do it is when you
make the time," Sroda said.
Sroda said there should be
an agreement between students and professors.
" It is kind of like a contract," she said. "l come prepared and you come pre-

Baust said that is probably
because professors project an
image that teaching is all
they do.
" I guess part of it is our
fault," he said.
C. Michael Waag, professor of Spanish, is also not a
slave to his chalkboard. He
spends his spare time playing acoustic guitar.
Waag said his favorite type
of music to perform is latin
American music, classical
and popular.
He has been playing since
he was in high school, but
has never performed in public, except when accompanying students at events such as
the International Buffet.
"You have to commit a lot
more time than a professor
has to play professionally,"

Sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to introduce the
Beta Chi New Member Class:
J

Virginia Ashcroft
Johnna Carver
Lesley Cranick
Stephanie Daniel

Chris Hadley
Adam Barker
Matt Coggeshall
Josh Ballew
Jonathan
:Ellis
..._
.
Jonathan Smithkier
deMn Q-; Hughes
Ry~n Shelton
Derek H~ghes
Jason.Ams
Brett Mier
Tim~ Ambler
.

'

\

'
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t

.

'/

'

.

Courtney Meister
Lacey Robertson
Jarynn Ratterman

..
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iMiss Toyama doll brings gesture of friendship to United States
1

BY RUI IKE DA

i

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Kentucky from a historical perspective."
Miss Toyama is on loan from the J,B,
With glossy black hair and dark Speed Art Museum in Louisville as part
round eyes, Miss Toyama looks exotic of Project JVSTlCE, which was organized by teachers in western Kentucky
j in her red kimono.
The 3-foot doll came from the Toyama and Toyama, Japan.
Miss Toyama's journey to Murray
Prefecture m Japan to Wrather West
State
was a long one, beginning before
Kentucky Museum this summer. It was
World
War II, when missionary Sidney
one of 58 dolls made 72 years ago and
Gulick suggested the doll exchange as a
sent to America as a thank-you gift for
symbol of friendship meant to ease the
12,739 blue-eyed dolls American chiltension between the United States and
dren sent to Japan.
Japan.
Tom Lough, a member of Project JUSWhile American dolls were h andTlCE Oapan and United States Technol- made by children, Japanese people
ogy and Science Education), and assis- asked for a donation from each housetant professor of adolescent career and hold and let professionals make the
special education, discovered Miss dolls. It cost almost 535,000 to make
one. Each of the 48 prefectures, which
Toyama.
"It was just a happy coincidence that 1 are like states, and 10 main cities in
found Miss Toyama," Lough said. "She Japan sent a doll to the United States.
Toyama Prefecture, which is located
is very important for both Japan and

I

I
1

on the Japan Sea side of the main island,
Sent a doll to Kentucky with a mock
passport.
The doll was settled at the J.B. Speed
Museu m. Mi5s Toyama informed the
people of Kentucky about the foreign
country they barely knew.
Miss Toyama was damaged in the
1937 Ohio River flood and forgotten
until one of the museum employees,
who had worked with another Japanese
friendship doll, found her in 1992.
"After her peculiar destiny, it is grati·
fying to know that Miss Toyama will
continue in her role of little ambassador
and bridge the gap between Japan and
the United States," Yoko Hatakeyama,
professor of Japanese, said. "J hope as
many people as possible have a chance
to see her graceful smiJe "
To find out more about the dolls visit
http://www. jadejapandolls.com/location.html.

Miss Toyama, a
3-foot tall doll, is
o n loan from the
J.D. Speed Art
Museum
in
Louisville as p art
of Project JUSTICE (Japan and
United
S tates
Techno logy and
Science
Education.) T h e
doll is located in
Wra ther
West
Kentuck y M useum l ocated on
cam pu s.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Young Democrats reorganize in time for presidential, congressional election
BY BRANDl WIUIAMS
ASSISTANT COlLEGE l.JFE EDITOR

With the upcoming election,
political parties are trying to
make their voices heard. The
Murray State Young Democrats
have decided to re-form just for
this cause.
"There has been a Young
Democrats here before but it

kind of fizzled out," said Young
Democrats secretary Jennifer
Payne.
One of the reasons Payne and
others feel the organization
should regroup is so each political party will have equal representation on campus.
"[ think now that there is a
Young Democrats to match the
College Republicans, it w ill

bring issues to the table that will
allow people to see both sides,"
Young Democrats president Eric
Espey said.
The Young Democrats have
not yet officially registered as a
campus organization; however,
several people have shown interest.
" I was hoping for 10 people to
express interest, but we have

had close to 20," Espey said.
"These are 20 eager people, so l
am extremely excited and feel
good about it."
Payne said now is the time for
students to become involved in
political organizations.
"Many issues in the upcoming
congressional and presidential
election should be of concern to
us," Payne said. "We won' t be in

college forever, and when we
graduate, the people we elect
now will set the stage for when
we emerge. The elections could
determine many things about
our environment, taxes, education, student loans, violence and
health care."
Payne also said the democratic
party is the party that will be the
most beneficial to students.

. "I think the democrats are the
best political organization to
help the people," Payne said.
"Anyone who is willing to get
involved will realize that it is the
best representation of the people. The party p latform represents all types of people.''
The next meeting will be determined later and advertised on
campus.

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.
PRO RODEO EQUIPMENT
WESTERN WEAR, TACK

NutrenaFeeds
(For All Livestock & Pets)

C-=LLTOUCH.tnc.

1842 STA1E LINE RD. W.
HWY893 WEST

Dixieland Shopplne Center
(8ehlnd H~ on Oheetnut at.)

HAZEL, KY 42049

Bus: 270-492-6144
Fax: 270-492-6248
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DAVE RAMSEY
FINANCIAL
LECTURE
Sept. 14 at
6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

Gene Earl Carpenter

Lovett Auditorium

$2.00 with
Student ID

$5.00 General
Admission

-.,

Brandon Monroe Williams
Marcus Wade Wolfe

The host o · the nationally acclaimed
Dave Ramsey show. The author of
the New York Times best-selling
"Financial Peace'' and "More Than
Enough." He is the financial
communicator.

Todd C. Veach
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Program entertains, teaches kids
students and professors with
young children to schedule night
classes.
"Our program is unique
With activities that emphasize
education like viewin~ the night because it's not just a baby-sitting
sky through a telescope, , chil- service," said Connie Scarbordren at the Evening Care ough, director of the Evening
Preschooler and Primary Pro- Care Program. "We offer one-ongram get more than tapes of Bar- one educational activities that are
age appropriate for the children."
ney.
Horwood said the children are
The program offers Murray
State students and professors an involved in "high scope'' activioption for child care from 4:30 - ties that have an educational purpose.
9:30p.m. Monday to Thursday.
"They don't just watch TV," he
"At night there seemed to be a
gap (in child care)," said Stephen said.
Along with a graduate student
Horwood, a member of the proan d Scarborough, the program is
gram's board of directors.
This gap made it difficult for staffed by MSU students majorBY WINDY MOHEAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ing in early childhood education.
"We try to offer a more peacefu l time and become like part of
their family," Scarborough said.
Children of students receiving
Pell Grants are given priority, but
the enrollment is open for any
student or professor who has
class, needs library time or is
involved in other class-related
activities.
Most students qualify for some
sort of aid to help with costs, Horwood said.
The cost of the program is $10
per night and includes a meal.
Interested parents can phone the
Ruby Simpson Child nevelopmcnt Center at 762-6876.

National convention recognizes Murray's
Alpha Sigma Phi as best chapter in nation
"The award is given on every aspect of fraternal
operations," said Kip Roberts, senior from Paris,
Tenn., and Alpha Sigma Phi vice president.
Gross said Alpha Sigma Phi was also commended
Alpha Sigma Phi social fraternity received the
highest honor at the Grand Chapter and Leadership for its alcohol-free housing, anti-hazing policies and
Conference held in Washington, D.C. from Aug. 9 to for standing by Alpha Sigma Phi's gentleman's
code
13.
Young was also elected to serve on the Grand
The award, "Grand Senior President's Award,"
means Murray State University's chapter of Alpha Council of Alpha Sigma Phi National fraternity.
"He's the real reason we stay focused," Gross said.
Sigma Phi is the top chapter in the nation in its size
The fraternity will celebrate six years on Murray's
category.
"I'm really proud of these young men and I hope campus on Oct. 8.
Alpha Omicron Pi, social sorority, won a similar
that they continue to strive for excellence," Mike
Young, chapter adviser and assistant vice president award two years ago, said Stephanie Judy, senior
from Elizabethtown and president of Alpha Omiof Student Affairs, said.
' Ben Gross, senior from Paducah and Alpha Sigma cron Pi.
The Murray State chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi
Phi president, said the fraternity won 14 out of 14
Citations of Excellence, which helped it win its was awarded the Jessie Wallace Hughan Award,
Grand Senior President's Award. Citations of Excel- which is given to the No. 1 chapter of AOPi Internalence are given for outstanding performance in areas tional, at its biannual convention in 1999. There are
99 chapters in the United States and Canada.
such as brotherhood, philanthropy and GP A.
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

~ BU'Clee"S.

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$12- women • $10- men
MSU -10% OFF

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WALK-INS ONLY!

753-0642

Robyn Langston

ne Briscoe
Deaton
Extrait

G

Richa Hobbs
Samantha Holmes
Lauren Hunter

Rush Hour:

Tiffany Hale. junior from Hazel, and Meagan Wright, sophomore from
Metropolis. Ill., vie for pledges for Alpha Delta Chi, a Christian sorority.

Of Murray

NOW HIRING-c ashiers, c ooks,
biscuits, and maintenance. Full
or part-time. Flexible hours.
Benefits. EOE.

'the Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to congratulate our ·
newest members!
Keshia Austin

Laura De,lton!The Nevo,.o;

Katrina VanCleave
Courtney Young

£ove your new sisters of

r---TOPE-S----,
1
1
Puff n~ Stuff

I
Contemporary Smoking Needs
I Black Lights
Clip this coupon

1Smoking Aceessortes
Tapestries
I Posters

lor 1O% off
anything
storewide

_____________

I 270-444-9993

226 Broadway, Paducah

1
....1

The Sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
W'ould like to announee the
Pearl Member Class of Fall zooo.
• Macy Andrews
• Whit'ney Arnold
• Amy Barnhart
• Ali Berens
• Sarah Cardin
• Tonya Champman
• Lauren Cline
• Bethany Ferguson
• Ashley Hensley
• Emily Hensley
• Emily Kellams
• Holly Kelly
• Krystal Koester
• Beth Mahoney
• Natalie Mehringer

• Kris Meschler
• Rhiannon Mitchell
• Mary Susan Partin
• Eileen Pence
• Sara Perdue
• Deana Rader
• Victoria Rodriguez
• Cami Ruark
• Mikaela Scott
• Karen Stolt
• KacyTison
• Keara Wallace
• Sara Williamson
• Leighanne Zibart

Congratulations •••
w-e love you!

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Katrina James you are awesome!
.Congratulations on a wonderful
recruitment!

1

I
I
I
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Voices from past reborn on Murray State campus
for me when I applied for my job
here," Bates said. ''It's wonderful. It's like having a soulmate,
or best friend forever. I've been
so lucky to be able to make beautiful music with my best friend."
Bates said she is excited about
the upcoming show, which will
include the songs of female jazz
greats Sarah Vaughan, Dinah
Washington, Billie Holiday nnd
Lena Home. Bates and Taylor
will be joined by other friends
from the music department at
the show.
Bates said the material is wonderful and will reawaken the

BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

Classic jan singers and their
songs will be heard on Murray
State's campus tonight and Saturday when th~ music department hosts "A Tribute To
Women of Song: Jan Standards
of Ella, Sarah, Billie, Lena and
Dinah."
Kay Bates, assistant professor
of music, will perform. She and
, pianist Marie Taylor have been
performing music together for 23
years.
"She (Taylor) played the piano

songs of the past.
"These songs are the golden of
the golden from these singers,''
Bates said. "The singers are just
incredible."
Singers almost always have
trouble gr<~sping the essence of a
few songs. Bates said she
encountered a similar problem
w hen she was preparing for the
show.
''I was a little fickle about the
song 'God Bless the Child' by
Billie Holiday,'' she said. "I just
didn't get it until I heard Scott
Locke (assistant professor of
music) play it on the clarinet. It

was ju:.t the greatest arrangement that I had ever heard. It
really changed my attitude
about the song.''
Bates Sclid this show is rare
because most of the music
department's progr,lms .uc cJ,lssical.
"A show like this is rc1re in o
small town," she :-;aid. ''Someone
would have to go to ,1 big city to
sec n show like this and pay $35
to $40 for a reillly bau scat in the
back."
Bates said she i:; excited about
the upcoming show.
"Right now, I'm getting ready

to perform," she said. "Words
are going in my heild all day.
Everything I'm thinking is musical right now."
The program is a fund-raiser
for" Athena 2001," which will be
held Feb. 28 to March .3. It will
fec1ture several speeches from
scholars and celcbr.1te such
acclaimed women such as Amy
Beach, a turn-of-the-century
composer.
"Female composers were
recently rediscovered in 1985,"
said Susan Kane, a lecturer in the
music department. "It's only
been 15 years since their music

has really been appreciated."
Adrienne Fried is an internationally-known biographer of
Aec1ch and will be one of the
scholars to speak at the event.
"This is a really great thing,
.md not only for scholarly pursuits," Kane saiu. "This will put
MSU on the map. Many of these
scholars didn't know about MSU
until this event."
Tickets to "A Tribute to
Women of Song" are $7 with a
Raccrcnrd and $10 for non-students.
The concert is at 8 p.m in the
Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

t o t he ga mma fambd a P l e dJJ e Class of

ConJJ r a t ul a t i ons

the fllpha Tau 0 meJJ a 3 r a t e r ni tJ} !
Sam Gregg
Jeremy Craft
Brad Kisselbaugh

Mark Heffington
Craig Butler
Ryan. Edwards

We w o u I

d

I i ke

Jon Goad
James Orr
John Shelby

Nathaniel Thurmond
Jordan Yeiser
Matt Strode

t 0 a c k n o w I e d .9 e t h e
t h e i r ac hi euerne n t s ,

fol

l

o

Justin Williams

tv

i n .9

IFC Officers

ATO Sweetheart

SGA Officers

Todd Bailey- Vice president

Angie Byrum

Jon Wright- Senator-at-Large

David Perlow- Rush Chair

David Perlow- Senator-at-Large

:;t~RAPiN STAtfO-Nl

Help~anted

f or

We ac~eP t
I $2 OFF any new.or comPetitors·
1

1used ComPact D1sc

couPons.

Expires Sept. 22

1

Bob Nanney Insurance
Come see us for all your insurance needs!
Auto: Pretered, DUI's, &

stoBenfinslihifice~ ...

Home: Rental Insurance.
Apt. Rentals: 1 & 2BR.

107 N. 4th St.

753-4937

t&ell/ace.
305C S. 12th St.
753-5678

------------------------------------------Bring in this coupon and save
20°/oon y our purchase!
t. 22, 2000.

PRAISE

PRAY

WORSHIP

Non-Traditional Service at
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Hwy 121 N, 5 miles west of Murray
each Sunday @ 11 :00 a.m.
beginning Sept. 10, 2000
casual dress
Call 759-1620 for transportation

Start your engines with
·the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
4M•AUTD
PARTS
~

1300 N. 12th St.
641
N.
753-4424

-MACHINE

~~

= -=:.......\
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Racers sha•~ out Troy State 4-0
BY SAM AGUIAR

Photo Illustration by Ryan Brooks and Robert Pieroni/The News

C ONTRIBUnNG WRITER

In its first-ever varsity home game,
the Murray State Lady Racer soccer
team looked like a group of veterans.
Playing in front of an overwhelming
crowd of more than 500 fans at Cutchin
Field, the Lady Racers exceeded all
expectations for their debut with a 4-0
victory over Troy State.
Murray set the tone early as midfielder julia Travis, junior from Benton,
scored on a give and go from forward
April Freeman, senior from Reidland,
with fewer than eight minutes elapsed
off the clock. The goal not only provided Murray with an early advantage, but
also with a tension reliever.
"Any time a team plays in front of
that kind of a crowd, there are going to
be some nerves to overcome," Travis
said. "Once we got that first goal, we
were able to settle down and put on a
show for the fans."
In the second half, Murray picked up
the pace again when Freeman scored
off of a pass from Lauren McAdams,
freshman from Evansville, Ind., to give
the Lady Racers a 2-0 edge. Calloway
County product Brooke Lencki found
her way into the scorebook less than
three minutes later as the freshman
forward knocked in a loose ball in
front of the goal to give the team a 3-Q
cushion.
Freshman forward
Kim
Moceri, from O'Fallon, Ill.,
came off the bench to put the
icing on the cake with a late
goal assisted by sophomore
Brooke Royer.
Head Coach Mike Minielli
was impressed with his team's
performance.
"We played with a lot of intensity
and organization," he said. "The
girls played beyond the time that
they've played together at an
accelerated pace. We are very,
very happy with the way we played here today.
We as coaches didn't see many negative things to add ress."
Murray was in control of the ball the entire game as they
fired off 28 shots, compared to only six for the Trojans. Murray also managed to produce 14 comer kicks to Troy State's
eight. Goalkeeper Karen Fitzharris, freshman from Bellbrook, Ohio, recorded her second shutout of the season.
The victory over Troy State served as an indication of M urray's progression as a team unit.
Travis said the growth of the Lady Racers has been impressive.
"Going into practice this summer, we had less than 10 girls
returning from last season's club team," he said. "We have
worked so hard to develop as a team and it is rewarding
when we can prove it with performances like this, especially
in front of the home crowd."
Since the Lady Racer's home opener fell on Labor Day
weekend and many students went home, the team was
p leasantly surprised with large turnout of spectators.
"We couldn't believe how many people were there when
we stepped out on the field," Travis said. "Their presence
and support definitely contributed to our performance."
Minielli also was pleased with the crowd turnout.
"We could not have dreamed of a better situation," Minielli said. "The crowd was loud and into the game. The home
crowd advantage was evident last Friday and we hope that
it continues throughout the season."
Jonathan Webb, senior political science major from Milan,
Tenn., was one of many s tudents who walked over to
Cutchin Field to watch the game.
"I thought it was awesome," Webb said. "It was neat how
the field has a closed-in atmosphere and a cheerfu l feel. The
fans were comfortable in their lawn chairs cheering on the
girls. It's a lot better than sitting in cold bleachE'rs."
Webb also felt the soccer team will be able to maintain its
apparent popularity for a long time.
"You've got two high schools in the county with soccer
teams that will come and watch, and other people will come
watch as well," he said. "The field has a great atmosphere
and I th ink people will enjoy soccer that haven't been
exposed to it before because it's a fast-paced, action-packed
sport."
This weekend the Racers travel to Alabama for contests
with Samford and Alabama A&M. Their next home matchup
is Sept. IS against Indiana State. The Lady Racers begin conference play at Tennessee Tech on Sept. 20.

La uren McAdams, freshman from Evansville, Ind., drives
past a Troy State player during the Racers 4-0 victory Friday
afternoon at Cutchin Field. McAdams had a n assist during
the game, which was watched by over 500 people according
to Head Coach Mike Minielli.

-

Murray State 4
Troy State 0
RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 2·1,
TROY STATE 1-2
KEY PLAYERS:
APRil FREEMAN, ONE
GOAl, ONE ASSIST.
KAREN FITZHARRIS,
SIX SAVES, SECOND
SHUTOUt Of SEASON .
COMMENTS: • ANY·
TIME TIME A TEAM
PLAYS IN fRONT Of
THAT KIND OF
CROWD, THERE ARE
GOING TO BE SOME
NERVES TO OVER·
COME. " -JUliA
TRAVIS, ON SCORING
THE FIRST GOAL OF
THE GAME.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Courtney Wenande. freshma n from Ra pid City, S.D., steals the ball from
Lori McClendon of Troy State dur ing the Racers' 4-0 victory.

Bulldogs early bite proves too much for Racers
Murray State 17
Samfonl19
RECORDS: MuRRAY
STATE 1·1,
SAMFORD 1·1
KEY PLAYERS:
M ICHAEl SLATER, 6
CATCHES, I 03 YAROS
TIM LiNVILLE, 10
RUSHES,

73 YAROS

(

STAFF REPORT

The Samford Bulldogs are an option team, but
they showed Murray State they can throw the
football as well on Thursday night, defeating the
Racers 19-17.
Samford scored all of their points in the first
half. Samford quarterback Josh Kellett was 3-4
passing for 116 yards and two touchdown
throws of 27 and 47 yards to jon Pointer.
Samford scored on the fit5t series of the game
with a 27-yard touchdown run by fullback
Rashad Brewer. The Racers tied the game near
the end of the first quarter when Stewart Chil-

dress, freshm,1n from Princeton, hit Shaun
Boykins, st•nior from St. Louis, over the middle
of the field, and Boykins took the ball into the
end zone.
Pointer c..<1ught the first of his two touchdowns
midway through the second quarter, but Samford missl-d the extra point to lead 13-7.
MSU took their only lead of the game in the
second quarter on a 4-yard touchdown run by
Childress and the extra point kick by Greg
Miller, senior from Murray. The Bulldogs scored
again to take a 19-14 lead into halftime.
Murray State had three golden opportunities
to overtake Samford in the Sl'Cond half, but

could only muster a fit>ld goal by Miller after getting lst·a':'d-goal at the 8-yard line in the third
quarter.
On the Racers' next possession, Mario Riley,
sophomore from Colorado Springs, Colo., fumbled the baJI after a 12-yard run had the Racers
at S.1mford's 30-yard line.
After a fake punt inside their own 2Q-yard line
kept .1nother drive alive, the Racers drove into
Samford territory, but Miller missed a 32-yard
field goal to the left that would have given the
Racers the lead .
The Racers could not pass midfield on their
flnal drive of the evt•ning.

Choosing SIU
over Racers
was bad move
I have a con fession to make.
But first, a little explanation is necessary. For those who saw our football picks grap hic in the sports section
last week, you may have noticed
something missing from it: a pick for
the Murray State game.
To those wh o are new to our picks,
each week three people from "The
News" and one person from MSU
TV-11 make p icks for the NFL games
and the Murray State game. Our theory has been a smaller percentage of
s tudents have an interest of picks for
local high school games, but the
majority of students who read the
picks have an interest in NFL and
Murray State games.
It was d ecid ed since the Murray
State gam e took place before the
paper came out, we would not run a
pred iction of Thursday Murray State
games. That decision was reached
after all the picks had come in.
Now for the confession. Note to
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio:
this could be locker
room material for Sports Talk
the players.
I picked SIU to
win, and I was
alone in that pick.
To understand the
mental anguish I
had over making
that pick, you have
to understand how
much I personally
jASON
hate the majority of
BILLINGSLEY
SIU.
I am born and
"I PICKED
raised in southern
Illinois, and am SIU TO W IN,
proud to call the AND I WAS
southern
Illinois
ALONE IN
region my home. THA.,. PICK."
Bu t as a southern
"
Illinois resident, I
am embarrassed by the Image SIU
gives to southern Illinois. I wrote a
column in the Sept. 17, 1999 issue of
"The News" about the way SIU's fans
treated us last year at their place for
football, if you' re interested in reading up on the topic.
There are many nice people who
are in some of STU's good academic
programs, including journalism,
criminal justice, agriculture, law
school and a few others. There are
also nice students from southern llli·
nois, including my first cousin and
many former classmates from my old
high school, who together make up
about one-third of SIU. But for the
other two-thirds of SJU, l hate it down
to the core of my soul.
After hearing Coach Pannunzio
say, "We're going to have to play our
butts off to beat SIU," and hearing
rumors floating around campus last
week of how the football players
themselves didn't think this season
was going to be a stellar one, I
thought SIU with their (supposed)
high-octane offense and (supposed)
improved defense would come in
here and wipe our tails on the turf of
Roy Stewart Stad ium.
Boy, am I glad I was proved wrong.
I saw a defensive effort that made me
think: where was this last year? If we
had that kind of defensive performance last year, it would have been
us who finished the regular season
11-0, not Tennessee State.
The question mark that was Stewart
Childress was answered with authority by Childress. He proved t e is willing and able to be the successor to
Justin Fuente. It doesn't hurt to have
targets like Terrence Tillman, Michael
Slater and Shaun Boykins to throw to.
Now I am not putting our names on
the OVC trophy yet. There are a few
prQblems to be worked out, like the
running game, kicking game, finishing off teams late in the game and
having the same defensive effort for
all 11 games, but the team chemistry
and performance shown Thur~day
makes me feel an OVC title is within
our grasp if the team continues to
improve.
To the Racers, thanks for proving
me wrong and giving me something
to brag about back home for a year.

Jason 8illi11gsley is tile sports editor for
''The Murray State News."
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OVC Action

~ai

Williams,
Carrie Potthast
jai Williams
and Carrie Pot·
thast are in this
week's Racer
Sport light.
Williams, senior
Eldorado,
{.\rk., was named
the Ohio Valley
Conference

from

Men's Scores

Footbll
Ac.31
MSU42
SIU20

Corredion
Hester College men's athletics
director Tim Gaddis' name was
misspelled in the Sept. 1 issue of
"The News."

IO;fensive Player
of the Week for
his performance
against the South·

Joe Perez placed on injured
reserve by K.C. Chiefs

OVC team in the poll, .1fter being
ranked 35th in this week's poll.

EIU 42
Indiana State 24

Cheerleaders to hold Gold
squad tryouts next week

EKU41
Glenville State 0

The Murray State cht:.-erleading
squad will be holding tryouts for
the Cold cheerlcading squad next
week.
An informational meeting is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at Racer
Arena.
The Gold squad cheers for MSU
volleyb,lll, women's basketball and
other sports.
For more information, phone
sponsor Sheri Riddle at 762-6181.

UT·Martin 32
UIDbuth 21

Former Murray State receiver joe
Perez was placed on the injured
reserved list, which ended his seaday.
son, by the Kansas City Chiefs on
Williams had
;two interceptions · Aug. 31.
Perez suffered a knee injury durand four tackles
ing the Chiefs first preseason game
n the Racers 42against the Tennessee Titans in
20 victory over
Nashville, Tenn.
SIU in Murray
Perez had 6-l receptions for 920
State's season and
yards and six touchdowns last sea- Potthast, Wood named to
home opener.
son for the Racers.
Potthast, freshall-tournament team
~an from St.
Freshman outside hitter Carrie
J~ose, Ill., was
Racers move up in recent
Potthast of St. Rose, Ill, and junior
namedOVC
Division 1-AA football poll
outside hitter Jessica Wood of ColOffensive Player
The
Murray State Racers moved orado Springs, Colo. were named to
of the Week for
up five spots to 27th place on The the Saluki/Best Jnns of America
her performance
Sports
Network latest Division 1- Invitational in Carbondale, Ill. on
~t the Saluki/Best
AA
football
poll.
Saturday.
[Inns of America
Potthast had 53 kills in the thn•e
Tennessee
State,
last
season's
Invitational 5ept.
games
the Racers played at the tourOhio
Valley
Conference
champi1 and Saturday in
nament,
while Wood had 37 kills.
ons, is ranked 15th this week. East·
Carbondale, Ill.
ern Kentucky also mo\'ed up four
Potthast was
"SJ10rls Briefly" is compilt•.d by Sports
:named to the All· spots to 16th place.
Eastern Illinois was the only new Editor, jaso11 8illi11gsley.
Tournament team
E'fter getting 53
kills in the Racers
thr~ matches.
OVC Soccer
OVC Volleyball

em Illinois

Salukis on Thurs-

Fastfact
On Sept. 6,
1995, Cal Ripken,
Jr. est<:~blished a
lnew consecutive
major league
baseball games
played record of
2,131 in the Baltimore Orioles 4-2
ktory over the
California Angels.
jrupken homered
4in the game.
Source: (SPN

OVC Volleyball
Standings

ave Overall
0-0
0-0

3-0
3-0

o-o

3-1

0-0
0-0
0-0

2-1
2-1
1-2

SEMa

O..Q

TSU
EKU

0-0
0-0

1-2
0-0
0-0

APSU
TIU
UT-Martin
Morehead
MSU
EIU

Standings

Schedule
Sept. a.9
Au.lin r.,.v •t T'inlh<'f hwlt•llMII
E.u!<'m llhn<Ji• atl:NC Charkrtt~
11'\\'lt.lH.,n.ll
t~ ..tcm

k.t"ntu( l..v :.u N.lntJoC'l. l:l.a!i..<~ lt'

!"'PI h" Ill)

Murr•v St•~ Jl Fr01t• fl<•wl Tuum•
m"-nr

~lulht.>il•t ~h~un '' 0...11 St<'lh1 I'Hur·

n.•m.:nt
l lT ·M.trhn i t ~ mlt•rJ f t)Urn.lmrnl
T•nnes""" i•"<h al ~ll"lutppt Sate

ave OveraU
SF.Ma

o-0

EIU
MSU
Morehead
UT-Martin

0-0

·rru

0-0
0-0
O..Q

o-o

2-0-1
3-1
2·1
2-2
0-3
0-3

MarshaU 63
SEM07
S.pt. 2

'ISU39
AWaama State 13

Womea'a Scores
Soccer
,.,. J
MSU4
Troy State 0

SEM04
WIU 1

ERJ2
Pepaul1

Lafayttte1
MoreheadO
Northwestern State 6
UT·Martin 1
Laura De..tlon/f'he Ne1n

Hot stuff: G reg Lewis of the Power Team demonstrates brick-breaking
techniques during its show. which runs through Sunday, at Lovett Auditorium.

Residential

OVC Soccer
Schedule

Colleges

TC>CUy

M~n

UT•MafllJl ot Arbnus-Lilllc R'""~·
~rm"

Tu,o:;J11y

w•.,tem C•rohrw•• .'vlul'\'11.-aJ
!>t<H~. 1>30 p.m .

Drury •I Southea~t Mts>o>Urt?p.m

.Soturd•y

Murr.,y Stilh:! ,,t ~mlurd, T'l''un.
E.tsb!rn lllln111< vo. IJ•ho Sl•le (al
\.,\,.tern llhnuo•). 2 p m,

T-'um.tmt"l
Mond•y
Mis>OUII at

7 pm

'i<>uth~••t Missourl 5t.>l.,

llcl"""''"'
Tenn..= "' ~1\'. 7 p .m
TudJAY
Murr•y"St.lte •I Uh\brton.1 p.m
T....,_-« 1'ed> ••l cnn<,....., StAtr, 7

Sun.Uy
L'T·'I.Iorhn •' C•·nteMrV, llll m
lndi.an.t ~lh.' i.f Morch~.:u.t St.u-.•,

""''"
Murrov St.ll<' >t Al•lwn.l A&M, 2
pm .

E.Jst.:m IUonolJ •t We.t<!rn fiUn.."ls 2
p.m.
Apjil~llt AfTini'tdiH

T«h.2p.m.

Monday

WednHday

l'i, Kp.m
Alph.l Si11m.a Alph., " '- Slgm•
Sigma Sill"'•• 9 p m

S•);""' Cho ~ Lunbd~ (hi Alplw. 6
pm.
Po K•rJ'o' AlphA v&. Sigma Phi
Ep.. lon, <) p"m

I k'!ol<'< VI. CIJrk, t> p m
Ft,>nllin • •· Whotr, 7 p m.
f111.>t-..·rh "'" lltd•mun.t R p.n•
I L1r1 , .•• Rtl)lenl•. ~ p m

Alph• $•gm• I'll• ~. S't~""' l'ht
Ff"llun, b p.m
So11ma Chi ,.... '\lph.l Gam""' Rho,

TimNIJIV

7pm .

fr•nkltn '> ll,•,tcr, b p.rn
I.J•r~

'" Wh11,•, 7 p m

Rtl)lcnt> vs. mt~•lwth,l\ r m .
RkhmunJ vt. ll.rrL ~ p m,

Sororities

Fraternities
Moncl.ly

BSU ,,, Alph.l C..arniN O.lu, 7
pm
AI ph• 0..11.1

rr ,... AlphA Omlcr""

Waftwdl

nu t
$ept. 3

SEM09
Younptown State 0
Morebud 3

Troy State 1
jEIU1

Nodhlnl Iowa 0 (OT)

W~dnrld•y

P1 K.pp• Alph• vo. Llmbd.l Chi
Alph•.H p.m.

Alph• C•mm• 0.•11• v;. Afph.r
IJdiA N , 7 p m.
RSU v~ Alph.t Sil<""' Afph~. 8 p m
Alplto Omt( run l'l vs" 511in.. 5ii(MJ

Alplto Sogm• Pht vs Alph~ T•u

Sillma.'lrm .•

Om~ga, 9p"m.

Women

..... Puint1

ru.·;d,y

nuo

• h:~tcr \·-. \Vh1h•, f'J p .n\
rhlAtk·th \'0 Ho11~ 1 p m

Rlthnumd ' s. ~mto, 8 r .m
Cl.trl. ,.., ~rrrnger, Q p.m.
'11mrsdclfl
ru.hn't<>nd , .. " """"· 6 r m.
HMt..,.,l'prrn!~Cf, 7 p.m
Whl!r \'ll Cl.trl.ll p m
R&.'l!ft'b ' '· Eltub..th Q r m

CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING
& EMBROIDERY

,

~

J

J

,~

JJ ~

f
J

50-75°/o Off
Most lter11s
F'UlWutibj, S

& Coteegitde S~o.Wwea~t
Across From Sparks Hall
Sept. 5th thru 15th
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Racers finish second at SIU Invitational Cross country men place
Bv JEREMY K IRK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Playing with enthusiasm,
the Murray State volleyball
team lost its first tournament
in the championship match, 815, 15-7,15-8, 5-15, 12-15, after
winning two matches at the
Saluki/Best Inns of America
Invitational in Carbondale, nt.
on Saturday.
"Everybody really did a
good job," David Schwepker
said, head volleyball coach,
said. "We may not be the
greatest team in the world,
but our team plays with a lot
of heart and they pulled
through. Everyone had a
' chance toplay and did a good
job."
The Racers, who started the
tournament against Long
Island on Sept. 1, won in three
matches 15-4, 15-7, 15-1.
Facing Louisiana-Monroe
in the first of two matches Sat-

urday, the Racers again went
on to win 15-3, 15-8, 15-13.
"We started the first match
very tense," Schwepker said.
"They were all crazy and
round up. We (the coaches)
got them to relax and they
started playing well."
Sister's sophomore jennifer
and freshman Stephanie
Trame, from Highland, m.,
had sirtular thoughts about
the tournament. "It was all
right," Stephanie said. "We
didn't play our best in our last
game, but it was a learning
experience."
Jennifer added the team
played well, though the outcome didn't seem to prove
that.
In the Racer's championship match, the women
competed against Southern
illinois, losing the first game,
but winning the next two. In
the fourth game, the Racer's
were "shell-shocked," accord-

ing to Schwepker, after SIU
replaced an injured center and
rallied enough points to win
by ten.
But game five was the
deciding factor for both teams,
as they battled to the end.
"(SIU) scored three in a
row," Schwepker said. "It was
back-and-fourth from there
and we couldn't catch up."
While the Racer's have a
season win-loss record of 2·1,
many of the team members
are excited about the rest of
the season.
Jessica Wood, junior from
Colorado Springs, Colo., who
is one of two returning
starters, said the team is coming along well.
"We are just getting used to
each other right now," Wood
said. "I'm excited; we have a
lot of talent and experience
and that will make a difference if we keep working
hard."

The Racer's lost five starters
at the end of last season and
are starting two freshmen this
year, along with many new
faces. The older players have
demonstrated a strong work
ethic, which is pushing the
younger players to work
hard, Schwepker said.
"They know what I want,"
Schwepker said. "The good
thing is we know we need a
lot of work and understand
our wins and losses are all
good for us."
The women will compete
today and Saturday in the
Festival Volleyball Tournament at Georgetown University. There Schwepker plans
on changing the team's center
position around from its last
tournament.
"That is a lot tougher tournament," Schwepker said.
"We'll see what the setters
can do, and that will be the
key."

first in Memphis meet
BY STEPHANIE ELDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men's cross country team opened
its season with a victory for the second
consecutive year at the Plough Park Invitational in Memphis, Tenn., on Sept. 15.
Jeremy Kirk, junior' from CITY, lead
the Racers with a four-mile event in 21
minutes, 5 seconds and finished second
in the 70-runner field. Joe Davis, sophomore from Benton, finished sixth in
22:18. Not far behind was Ryan Davis,
sophomore from Memphis, who finished
seventh in 22:22.
Brian Palmer, senior from Benton and
the team's top returning runner from last
season, has nursed a tendon in his foot
for the past few weeks, distance Coach
Pablo Sanchez said.
"Palmer is about 70 percent," Sanchez
said. "We are hoping that he'll be able to
contribute at this weekend's meet."
Palmer managed to finish in 28th in
Memphis.

jeremy Burkeen, sophomore from
Gilbertsville, placed 11th with a time of
22:43, Devin Wilber, sophomore from
Wakerman, Ohio, finished 14th and
James Smith, junior from Benton, Ill.,
placed 17th.
The MSU women's cross country team
finished fifth in the same tournament,
which was hosted by Rhodes College.
Susana Beraun, freshman from Bowling Green, led the Lady Racers with her
12th place finish in the .two-mile course
in 12:53. Erin McMullen, freshman from
Salem, Ul., placed 19th and Lindsay
Newlin, junior from Georgetown, Ill:,
finished 24th. Other Lady Racers finishers were Brookley Longworth, senior
from Henderson, 48th; Amy Vreeland,
senior from RoUing Meadows, Ill., 54th;
Beth Jarboe, freshman from Owensboro,
56th; and Meredith Berry, freshman from
Owensboro, 58th.
The cross country teams will host the
MSU [nvitational on Saturday.

Murray State golf teams look to prepare for spring OVC seasons
BY TIM ALSOBROO KS
STAFF WRifER

The Murray State men's and
women's golf teams are about to
open their fall season of competition.
n,e women's team lost the
Ohio Valley Conference title for
the first time in four years last
spring, finishing second. The
men's team finished sixth.
Women's Coach Velvet Milkman said this year the team has a

busy fall schedule, compared to
those in the past.
"We have sLx tournaments this
fall, which is more than we have
had in the past," Milkman said.
"Usually the spring is the busier
season by far for golf."
The women will leave Sunday
night and head toTennessee Tech
for their first tournament on Monday and Tuesday.
"There will be a few OVC
schools and others from around
the Southeast," Milkman said. "I

will be glad to see how we do."
The women will have the
advantage of five returning players and the experience it takes to
win big tourneys.
"Everyone ~hot between a 78-82
in qualifying, which isn't too
bad," Milkman said. "But a couple of our returning girls will
have to step up when we need
them to."
Milkman said the busy fall
schedule will help the ladies out
in the long run and will help

determine whether they make the
NCAAs in the spring, since there
is not an automatic bid .
"We will be busy, but with golf,
the more you play the better you
get,'' Milkman said.
The men will have four tournaments during the fall, starting at
Cape Girardeau on Monday and
Tuesday.
Head Coach Buddy Hewitt
hopes his veteran team will show
well at Southeast Missouri State.
"We have four returnees and a

good transfer from Berry University in Florida," Hewitt said.
"Practices have been going very
well and qualifying is about to
finish up."
The tourney at SEMO will
include five OVC teams along
with others from around the
nation.
"I'm looking to get off to a good
start at Cape Girardeau with
everyone scoring well," Hewitt
said.
The heat has been a factor dur-

ing practice.
"I'm making sure they all take a
break when they can and keep
plenty of water in their systems,"
Hewitt said.
Hewitt said he hopes .the experience will pay off late in the season.
"Whoever wins the OVC tourney will get an automatic bid into
the NCAA regionals," Hewitt
said. "That is a long way off, but
we are already preparing to make
a good run at it."

CtilN.A l'UfffT
10°/o Off with MSU Student ID
All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad &Ice Cream

Scribes-<n-Vibes

OPEN DAILY

A Night of Deep Thoughts and Relaxing Music

Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m. • Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.10:30 p.m. • Suo.: 10:30 a. m.-9:30p.m.
600 n. t 2th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8916

Re1nove Un~anted
Hair Per111anently

''New Beginnings''
Friday, Sept. 15, 2000
Curris Center: Dance Lounge
Doors open @ 7p.rn.
Reading begins @ Bp.rn.

Eliminate tweezing, shaving or
having to use depilatories.
• Eyebrows • Napeline • Arms

• Facial • Underarms • Legs

Electrolysis
Sponsored by:

by P a t Mullins, CE
25 Years Experience • Nationally Certified

Call (270) 753-8856
8068 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

" CA$ H I N A FLA$H"
Loans On An~tJaing Of Value
We Tote T he Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TV's
Stereos • Musical Equiptment • Coins • Jewelry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous

28

Year Anniversary
713 S. 12 St.
MURRAY, KY 42071

A~X

Christian
SororityFall Rush
Mon., Sept. 11: "Informational Meeting" 8 p.m.
Curris Center 3rd Floor
Sept. 12: "Happy Hula Day" 8 p.m.

August Moon
Super Lunch & Dinner Buffet •
Dessert Bar • Hand-Dipped Ice Cream

10°/o DISCOUNT
WITH MSU I.D.
fvery day & every nig6t
Olympic Plaza • 759-4653

Curris Center 3rd Floor
~~'rfl ljfs.,,,s.ept.

14: :'tuau" 8 p.m.
~~ Pace
I
T.B.A.

,~

II Bethaney @ 759-0332

...
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MSU athletics adds radio station;
to broadcast on Web, television
Racer games
on WQlV

BY TIM A LSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

VolleyballMSU at lJfMartin (game
tape delayed
from Sept. 12)
Sept. 16 ut 8:30
p.m., following

Anyone interested in listening to Racer
broadcasl'i on the radio will now have a
new option if they are out of Murray or
on their computers.
Racer football and men's basketball
can now be heard on WLLE-FM 94.7, a
M.1yficld station with a classic country
format.
Murray State's WKMS-FM 91.3, which
has broadcastcd games for the past two
years, will still be broadcasting games as
well. Program director Mark Welch said
they has been some confusion about
WKJv1S still broadcasting games, since
they were accidentally left off the pocket
schedules. Welch said they will broadcast about 90 percent of aU the football
and basketball games this season.
Assistant Athletics Director Kenny
Rlllh believes the ,1ddition of 94.7 will be
to the athletic department's advantage.
"We felt like one of our big problems
with broadcasting games was with
WKMS, we didn't have a strong presence
past a 50-mile radius of Murray," Roth
said,
The move to 94.7 added 50,000 watts of
power and nearly double the coverage
arc.1, according to Roth.
Greg Delancey, program director at
94.7 FM and Proggy 103, is excited to
have the Racers back on WLLE.
"We've carried the Racers in the past
and are glad to have them again,"
Delancey said . "We will be able to

college football.
Football·
MSU at lJTMartin (game
tape delayed
from Oct. 7) Oct.
8 at noon.
Racer Head

Coach Joe
Pannum~io

show
each Friday at

10:30 p.m.

Racer Radio
All football and
basketball games
broadcast on 94.7
FM and WNBS-

AM 1340, all
coaches' shows
on 94.7 FM .-md
Sept. 12 and O..:t.
24 volleyball
games on \\'NBS-

AM 1340.
All rndio
broodcasts can be
heard on the Web

at goraccrs.com.

TO

increa~e the coverage farther north and
west."
Roth also said the new contract with
94.7 will allow the station to broadcast a
coach's show Thursday's at 6:30p.m.
"WKMS couldn't do the coaches show
due to contractual obligations, but WLLE
accepted our idea and will carry it," Roth
said.
Murray's own WNBS-AM 1340, will
also broadcast many games throughout
the year.
" In addition to football and men's basketball, 1340 wHI also broadcast some
ladies basketball, women's soccer, women's volleyball and baseball in the
spring," Roth said.
Included in the deal with WNBS is the
chance to listen to a live broadcast with
streaming audio over the Internet.
"You
can go
to our site,
WNBSradio.com, or the goracers.com
site and click on live audio to hear the
broadcast," Delancey said.
With two FM stations and an AM station, Racer athletics will have access to
one of the largest areas of coverage in the
country. Neil Bradley will do play-byplay for the Racers and each b roadcast
will start with the Scouting Report.
"The Scouting Report will start about
35 minutes before game time/' Roth said.
"We will also have about a half-hour
postgame show each night."
WQTV 46 will also broadcast a tape
delayed volleyball game on Sept 16 and
a tape delayed football game on Oct. 8.
Both games are at lJT-Martin.

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

FOOTBALL_GU_R_U~S---~~~-~~~
Jason

Previous Week's Record

g

~ ~~]
Jason

Alyson

Chris

Billingsley

English

Yates

Bacon

Sp<m' Edi10r

COp) Elinor

EJnor In Chiel

MSU· TV II

10-5

13-2

11-4

10-5

GAME
Tennessee
Indianapolis
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Cincinnati
Jacksonvi lle
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Carotina
St. Louis
New Orleans
Denver
Washington
Arizona
N.Y. Jets

Kansas City at Tennessee
Oakland at Indianapolis
Miami ru Minnesota
Chicago at Tampa Bay
Cleveland at Cincinnati
Jacksonvill~ at Baltimore
Green Bay :u Buffalo
N.Y. Giants m Philadelphia
Carolina at San Francisco
St. Louis at Seattle
New Orleans at San Diego
Atlanta at Denver
Washington at Detroit
Dallas at Arizona
New England at N.Y. Jets

Tennessee
Indianapolis
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Cleveland
Jacksonville
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Carolina
St. Louis
San Diego
Denver
Washington
Ari1ona
New England

Tennessee
I ndi:maroli.;

Tennessee
lndinnapolio;
Mannesola
Chkago
Cincinnati
.hu:ksonville
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Carolina
St. Louis
New Orleans
Denver
Washington
Arizona
New England

Minnt:~ota

Tampa Bay
Clevt:land
Jacksonvilk
Green Bay
Phihu.Jelphia
Carolina
St. Louis
Sun Diego
Atlanta
Wac;hington
Arizona
N.Y. Jets

Jason
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Getting in Shape is
a Fight You Can Win
Let's face it. Getting in shape
IS a fight. But with our
Fitness Kickboxing program,
you'll be a winner.
Though we don't actually
spar, we do everything a
kickboxer does to get
championship shape
Kicking is great for
abs, buns, and thighs.
Punching is great for
the back, arms, and
shoulders. It's the
perfect full-body
workout, and it's fun.

-A• Low As $12.50 Per Month
•V.90 and ISDN
·No Busy Signals
•NO SETUP FEES

D

Ca'll Now 800.562.4959
www

The CUtting Edge Salon

So why not give Fitness
Kickboxing a try with a
free class? Let us help
you win the fight to get in
shape. Cs /1 now!

Come visit this area's
premier salon
for tanning, hair and
spa servtces.

753-6111
~ Mirtial a rts

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF PRODUCTS!

~ HHFAM~r'B!

Located behi11d tbe Cracker Barrel
616 N. 12th St. - Shoppes ofMtm-ay
759-EDGE
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•LOwest Internet Price Anywhere

Nominations and
application forms will
be available in the
Student Affairs office,
SGA office,
Multicultural Center,
and at each
Residential College
Front Desk.
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